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OPEN:OPEN:  Recycling Trailer in Groton
The recycling trailer is located west of the city 

shop. It takes cardboard, papers and aluminum 
cans. 

Groton Daily Independent
PO Box 34, Groton SD 57445

Paul’s Cell/Text: 605-397-7460

July 23-24
Jr. Legion Region

July 29-Aug. 2
State Legion at Gregory

August 5-7: State Jr. Legion at Clark

Thursday, Aug. 4
First allowable day of football practice

Monday, Aug. 8
First allowable day of boys golf practice

Thursday, Aug. 11
First allowable day of volleyball and cross country 
practice

Want a fun job with flexible hours?  We’re 
looking for 16 year olds and older with smiling 
faces!  Free meals and we’ll work around your 
schedule.  Are you a mom wanting some hours 
while your kids are in school or a teenager want-
ing to earn some money or an adult looking for 
work?  Daytime – evening – week-end hours are 
available and we’ll make the hours work for you!   
Stop in for an application.  Dairy Queen, 11 East 
Hwy 12 in Groton.
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Amateur Region start today in Groton
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Jr. Legion Region starts today in Sisseton

Groton

0

14
Groton

?

Redfield

Hamlin or Sisseton

W.I.N.
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Jr. Legion Region Games

Three Pitchers Combine in No-Hitter as Groton Post 39 Jr Legion 
Takes Victory Over Redfield jr legion

Groton Post 39 Jr Legion’s three pitchers didn’t allow a single hit, as Groton Post 39 Jr Legion defeated 
Redfield jr legion 14-0 on Monday. Caden McInerney struck out Hunter Binger to get the last out of the 
game.

Groton Post 39 Jr Legion got things started in the first inning when Colby Dunker grounded out, scoring 
one run.

Groton Post 39 Jr Legion scored seven runs in the fifth inning. Groton Post 39 Jr Legion put the pressure 
on, lead by singles by Dillon Abeln and Teylor Diegel, a home run by Dunker, a fielder’s choice by Braxton 
Imrie, and a double by Kaleb Hoover.

Bradin Althoff took the win for Groton Post 39 Jr Legion. Althoff lasted two and two-thirds innings, al-
lowing zero hits and zero runs while striking out three and walking zero. Korbin Kucker and McInerney 
entered the game out of the bullpen and helped to close out the game in relief.

Noah Johnson took the loss for Redfield jr legion. The pitcher went four and two-thirds innings, allowing 
14 runs on 12 hits and striking out two.

Groton Post 39 Jr Legion launched one home run on the day. Dunker went deep in the fifth inning.
Groton Post 39 Jr Legion racked up 13 hits in the game. Diegel, Abeln, Dunker, Hoover, Imrie, and Logan 

Ringgenberg all collected multiple hits for Groton Post 39 Jr Legion. Ringgenberg, Imrie, Hoover, Dunker, 
Abeln, and Diegel each collected two hits to lead Groton Post 39 Jr Legion. Groton Post 39 Jr Legion didn’t 
commit a single error in the field. Abeln had the most chances in the field with nine. Groton Post 39 Jr 
Legion tore up the base paths, as two players stole at least two bases. Hoover led the way with three.

Groton Post 39 Jr Legion Takes Early Lead in Victory Over WIN
Groton Post 39 Jr Legion jumped out to an early lead over WIN and took home a 12-3 victory on Monday. 

Groton Post 39 Jr Legion scored on a single by Bradin Althoff in the first inning, a single by Brevin Fliehs 
in the second inning, and a single by Colby Dunker in the second inning.

In the bottom of the first inning, WIN tied things up at two when Quinton Fischbach doubled on the 
first pitch of the at bat, scoring two runs.

Groton Post 39 Jr Legion pulled away for good with three runs in the second inning. In the second Fliehs 
singled on a 1-1 count, scoring one run and Dunker singled on a 2-2 count, scoring two runs.

Groton Post 39 Jr Legion tallied six runs in the fifth inning. Groton Post 39 Jr Legion offense in the inning 
was led by Teylor Diegel, Ryan Groeblinghoff, Althoff, and Kaleb Hoover, all driving in runs in the inning.

Dillon Abeln earned the win for Groton Post 39 Jr Legion. The righthander surrendered three runs on 
eight hits over six and a third innings, striking out ten and walking zero. Hoover threw two-thirds of an 
inning in relief out of the bullpen.

Ashton Remily took the loss for WIN. The bulldog lasted four and a third innings, allowing eight hits and 
ten runs while striking out four.

Groton Post 39 Jr Legion saw the ball well today, racking up 11 hits in the game. Althoff, Dunker, and 
Groeblinghoff all had multiple hits for Groton Post 39 Jr Legion. Groeblinghoff, Dunker, and Althoff all had 
two hits to lead Groton Post 39 Jr Legion.

WIN racked up eight hits in the game. Remily and Noah Fishbach each managed multiple hits for WIN.
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Pharis, Gauer named to LATI President’s List

WATERTOWN, SD… Lake Area Technical College President, Mike Cartney, announces the current Presi-
dent’s List.  The President’s List is a record of outstanding students who, through their initiative and ability, 
have indicated a seriousness of purpose in their educational program.  The President’s List is limited to 
full-time students who have achieved a semester grade point average of 3.5 to 4.0.  Kale Pharis and Alicia 
Gauer from Groton were named to the President’s List.

Weekly (Sen. Mike) Round[s] Up
July 18-24, 2022
When I am out and about in South Dakota, people always ask me: what’s it like in DC? In one word: 

busy. When I am in Washington, my schedule is packed full of hearings, meetings, classified briefings and 
votes. So much of what we do doesn’t make the news, but it’s the important work that our country needs 
to operate effectively. In an effort to give you better insight into my work, I thought I’d package my week 
into a “Weekly Round[s] Up.”

South Dakota groups I visited with: South Dakota’s FFA State Officers, Dakota Provisions, Hybrid Turkeys, 
Hendrix Genetics, South Dakota Poultry Industry Association, as well as students and parents from the 
Waubay and Webster schools. Additionally, I helped facilitate a briefing between Air Force officials and 
leaders in western South Dakota about the upcoming of the arrival of the B-21 raider bomber. It’s impor-
tant that we are prepared for the growth that will be experienced in the Ellsworth Air Force Base area. 
We included language in this year’s NDAA to make certain school districts like Douglas, in Box Elder, are 
able to get the resources they need so that our kids can get a quality education.

Other meetings this week: Israeli Ambassador to the United States Michael Herzog, the CEO of Bel 
Brands (I was disappointed that he didn’t bring any Babybel Cheese with him!), Senate Prayer Breakfast 
(Senator Alex Padilla from California was our speaker) and Senate Bible Study (our verse of the week was 
Psalm 111:10). Additionally, I had three meetings with nominees whose confirmations are being processed 
in the Armed Services Committee.

Met with South Dakotans from: Huron, Beresford, Waubay, Webster, Salem, Oral, Hoven, Aberdeen, 
Sturgis, Rapid City, Spearfish, Box Elder, Pierre and Dell Rapids.

Topics discussed: The B-21 Raider bomber and its impact on western South Dakota, the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO), the hot weather back home in South Dakota and of course, 9.1% inflation. 

Votes taken: 11 – Most of these votes were on nominations for positions in the executive branch or on 
a judicial court. I try to walk back and forth between my office building and the Capitol for each vote, 
which adds to my step count!

Hearings: Senator Foreign Relations Committee – we advanced the ratification of Sweden and Finland 
to be part of NATO. This now moves to the Senate floor; Senate Armed Services Committee – we held a 
hearing for the nominations of LTG Michael E. Langley to be the next commander of U.S. African Command 
and LTG Bryan Fenton to be the next commander of the U.S. Special Operations Command; Subcommittee 
on Housing, Transportation and Development – I served as ranking member of a hearing on opportunities 
and challenges in addressing homelessness. Jamie Kirsch of Rapid City testified. Jamie is a board member 
at Journey On, a Rapid City based non-profit focused on homeless street outreach.

Classified briefings: I had a classified briefing on the ongoing situation in Ukraine as part of my member-
ship on the Senate Armed Services Committee. I also attended a classified cybersecurity education session.

My staff in South Dakota visited: Aberdeen, Red Owl, Watertown, Vermillion and Elm Springs.
Staff happenings: I took my summer interns in our Washington, D.C. office to breakfast on Thursday 

morning to thank them for all of their hard work. (No government funds expended!) They each ordered 
eggs benedict – my personal favorite.  

Steps taken this week: 55,186 (or 25.43 miles)
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Yesterday’s Groton Weather Graphs
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You may need to dodge some scattered showers and storms this morning and afternoon, as an area 
of low pressure works from west to east through the area. While chances are low, we can’t rule out that 
a couple storms may become strong to severe this afternoon across parts of east central SD. Otherwise, 
mostly dry and increasingly warm to hot conditions are anticipated through the weekend.
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Yesterday’s Groton Weather
High Temp: 76.6 °F at 3:15 PM
Low Temp: 61.1 °F at 5:30 AM
Wind: 21 mph at 3:15 PM
Precip: 0.00

Day length: 15 hours, 1 minute

Today’s Info
Record High: 112 in 1931  
Record Low: 42 in 1962
Average High: 85°F
Average Low: 60°F
Average Precip in July.: 2.68
Precip to date in July.: 2.80
Average Precip to date: 13.69
Precip Year to Date: 14.38
Sunset Tonight: 9:09:27 PM
Sunrise Tomorrow: 6:09:33 AM
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Yesterday’s WeatherHigh Outside Temp: 62 °F at 5:48 PMLow Outside Temp: 30 °F at 5:25 AMHigh Gust: 30 mph at 3:29 PMPrecip: 0.00Yesterday’s WeatherHigh Outside Temp: 62 °F at 5:48 PMLow Outside Temp: 30 °F at 5:25 AMHigh Gust: 30 mph at 3:29 PMPrecip: 0.00Yesterday’s WeatherHigh Outside Temp: 62 °F at 5:48 PMLow Outside Temp: 30 °F at 5:25 AMHigh Gust: 30 mph at 3:29 PMPrecip: 0.00Yesterday’s WeatherHigh Outside Temp: 62 °F at 5:48 PMLow Outside Temp: 30 °F at 5:25 AMHigh Gust: 30 mph at 3:29 PMPrecip: 0.00Yesterday’s WeatherHigh Outside Temp: 62 °F at 5:48 PMLow Outside Temp: 30 °F at 5:25 AMHigh Gust: 30 mph at 3:29 PMPrecip: 0.00

Today in Weather History
July 26, 1963: An estimated F2 tornado moved northeast from 4 miles northeast of Raymond. Barns 

and outbuildings were destroyed on one farm, and the home was unroofed. Asphalt was ripped off a 
state highway.

1819 - Twin cloudbursts of fifteen inches struck almost simultaneously at Catskill, NY, and Westfield, 
MA. Flash flooding resulted in enormous erosion. (David Ludlum)

1874: Torrential rainfall brought flash flooding to Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. 
 1890: During the morning hours, an estimated F3 tornado went through the southern part of Lawrence, 

Massachusetts. The tornado left 500 people homeless as the tornado destroyed 35 homes and damaged 
60 others. 

1897: Jewel, Maryland received 14.75 inches of rain in a 24 hour period. This record is currently the old-
est, state rainfall record in the United States. All other state rainfall records are in the 1900s and 2000s.

1921: On the summit of Mt. Wellenkuppe, in Switzerland, the temperature reached 100 degrees by 10 
am. The summit had an elevation of 12,830 feet and was covered in snow.

1931: A swarm of grasshoppers descends on crops throughout the American heartland, devastating 
millions of acres. Iowa, Nebraska, and South Dakota, already in the midst of a bad drought, suffered 
tremendously from this disaster. 

1979: Tropical Storm Claudette stalled over Alvin, Texas, inundating the town with 45 inches of rain in 42 
hours. The total included 43 inches in 24 hours, which is the maximum 24-hour rainfall in American history.

1943 - Tishomingo, OK, baked in the heat as the mercury soared to 121 degrees, a state record. (The 
Weather Channel)

1960 - The temperature at Salt Lake City, UT, hit 107 degrees, an all-time record high for that location. 
(The Weather Channel)

1987 - Thunderstorms developing along a cold front produced hail two inches in diameter in McHenry 
County, IL, and wind gusts to 70 mph at Auburn, ME. A wind gust of 90 mph was recorded at Blairstown, 
NJ, before the anemometer broke. The high winds were associated with a small tornado. The record high 
of 88 degrees at Beckley, WV, was their sixth in a row. (The National Weather Summary) (Storm Data)

1988 - Thunderstorms produced large hail and damaging winds in the Middle Atlantic Coast Region, 
and in the south central U.S. Eight cities in the northwestern and north central U.S. reported record high 
temperatures for the date. Salem, OR, hit 103 degrees. (The National Weather Summary)

1989 - Morning thunderstorms produced heavy rain in southeastern Texas, with more than three inches 
reported at the Widllife Refuge in southwestern Chambers County. Evening thunderstorms produced severe 
weather in Montana, with wind gusts to 62 mph reported at Helena. Eight cities from Maine to Minnesota 
reported record high temperatures for the date, including Newark, NJ, with a reading of 99 degrees. (The 
National Weather Summary) (Storm Data)
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PREPARING FOR TEMPTATION

It was a very hot summer day. All the boys in the neighborhood decided to go swimming but there was 
no adult to go with them. Recognizing the danger that might occur, Johnny’s mother forbade him to go 
with them. Later that day, he came home with wet hair.

“What happened?” asked his mother.

“I fell in the pond,” came his reply.

“Well, why aren’t your clothes wet?” she asked.

“I had a feeling I was going to fall in,” he explained, “so I took them off.”

The world has been, is, and always will be full of temptations and pressure to sin. So, Paul gave us a 
warning and an escape route. First, he said that we would be tempted, and then second, that God would 
always provide a way for us to escape temptation and to be victorious over sin. But we must do our part 
if we expect Him to do His. We must first prepare ourselves with His Word, and to recognize and avoid 
people, places and things that will lead us to sin. Then, if we are tempted, look to Him for strength to 
resist the temptation before we are overpowered and fall into sin.

Prayer: Grant us, Father, the courage to avoid situations that tempt us to sin. Empower us to ask for 
Your strength and power to turn from sin and live for You. In Jesus’ Name, Amen.

Scripture For Today: 1 Corinthians 10:13 The temptations in your life are no different from what others 
experience. And God is faithful. He will not allow the temptation to be more than you can stand. When 
you are tempted, he will show you a way out so that you can endure.
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2022-23 Community Events

07/21/2022: Pro Am Golf Tourney at Olive Grove Golf Course
07/22/2022: Ferney Open Golf Tourney at Olive Grove Golf Course 9am Start
07/24/2022: Moonlight Swim at the Swimming Pool 9-11pm for 9th grade to age 20
07/27/2022: Golf Fundraiser Lunch at Olive Grove Golf Course 11a-1pm
08/05/2022: Wine on Nine at Olive Grove Golf Course 6pm
08/12/2022: GHS Basketball Golf Tournament
No Date Set: Groton Firemen Summer Splash Day 4-5pm GHS Parking Lot
09/10/2022: Lions Club Fall Citywide Rummage Sale 8am-3pm (1st Saturday after Labor Day)
No Date Set: 6th Annual Doggie Day at the Swimming Pool 3:30-5pm
09/11/2022: Couples Sunflower Tourney at Olive Grove Golf Course 10 a.m.
09/02-04: Groton Airport Fly-In/Drive-In, Groton Municipal Airport
10/01/2022: Pumpkin Fest at the City Park 10am-3pm
10/07/2022: Lake Region Marching Band Festival 10am
10/31/2022: Downtown Trick or Treat 4-6pm (working day on or closest to Halloween)
10/31/2022: United Methodist Church Trunk or Treat 5:30-7pm
11/12/2022: Legion Post #39 Turkey Party 6:30pm (Saturday closest to Veteran’s Day)
11/24/2022 Community Thanksgiving at the Community Center 11:30am-1pm (Thanksgiving)
12/03/2022 Tour of Homes & Holiday Party at Olive Grove Golf Course
12/10/2022: Santa Claus Day at Professional Management Services 9am-12pm
01/29/2023 Groton Robotics Pancake Feed, 10am-1pm, Community Center
01/29/2023 85th Carnival of Silver Skates 2pm & 6:30pm (Last Sunday of January)
04/01/2023 Lion’s Club Easter Egg Hunt 10am Sharp at the City Park (Saturday a week before Easter)
04/22/2023 Firemen’s Spring Social at the Fire Station 7pm-12:30am (Same Saturday as GHS Prom)
04/23/2023 Princess Prom 4:30-8pm (Sunday after GHS Prom)
05/06/2023 Lion’s Club Spring Citywide Rummage Sale 8am-3pm (1st Saturday in May)
05/29/2023 Legion Post #39 Memorial Day Services (Memorial Day)
07/04/2023 Firecracker Couples Tourney at Olive Grove Golf Course 9am Registration, 10am Start (4th 

of July)
07/09/2023 Lion’s Club Summer Fest/Car Show at the City Park 9am-4pm (Sunday Mid-July)
09/09/2023 Lion’s Club Fall Citywide Rummage Sale 8am-3pm (1st Saturday after Labor Day)
10/31/2023 Downtown Trick or Treat 4-6pm (working day on or closest to Halloween)
10/31/2023 United Methodist Church Trunk or Treat 5:30-7pm
11/23/2023 Community Thanksgiving at the Community Center 11:30am-1pm (Thanksgiving)
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The Groton Independent
Printed & Mailed Weekly Edition

Subscription Form
All prices listed include 6.5% Sales Tax

❏ Black & White .................$48.99/year
❏ Colored .......................... $79.88/year
❏ Colored ...................$42.60/6 months
❏ E-Weekly* ...................... $31.95/year

* The E-Weekly is a PDF file emailed to you each week. It does 
not grant you access to the GDI/Video Archives.

Name: _________________________________________

Mailing Addres: __________________________________

City ___________________________________________

State, Zip Code __________________________________

E-mail _________________________________________

Phone Number___________________________________

Mail Completed Form to:
Groton Independent
P.O. Box 34
Groton, SD 57445-0034

or scan and email to paperpaul@grotonsd.net

Groton Daily Independent
www.397news.com
Subscription Form

This option will grant you access 
to the GDI/Video Archives.

❏ 1 Month .................................$15.98
❏ 3 Months ............................... $26.63
❏ 6 Months ................................$31.95
❏ 9 Months ............................... $42.60
❏ 12 Months ............................. $53.25

Name: _________________________________________

Mailing Addres: __________________________________

City ___________________________________________

State, Zip Code __________________________________

Phone Number___________________________________

The following will be used for your log-in information.

E-mail _________________________________________

Password _______________________________________

Pay with Paypal. Type the following into your browser window: 

paypal.me/paperpaul
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Pope apologizes for ‘catastrophic’ school policy in Canada
By NICOLE WINFIELD and PETER SMITH Associated Press
MASKWACIS, Alberta (AP) — Pope Francis issued a historic apology Monday for the Catholic Church’s 

cooperation with Canada’s “catastrophic” policy of Indigenous residential schools, saying the forced as-
similation of Native peoples into Christian society destroyed their cultures, severed families and marginal-
ized generations.

“I am deeply sorry,” Francis said to applause from school survivors and Indigenous community members 
gathered at a former residential school south of Edmonton, Alberta. He called the school policy a “disas-
trous error” that was incompatible with the Gospel and said further investigation and healing is needed.

“I humbly beg forgiveness for the evil committed by so many Christians against the Indigenous peoples,” 
Francis said.

In the first event of his weeklong “penitential pilgrimage,” Francis traveled to the lands of four Cree 
nations to pray at a cemetery and then deliver the long-sought apology at nearby powwow ceremonial 
grounds. Four chiefs escorted the pontiff in a wheelchair to the site near the former Ermineskin Indian 
Residential School, and presented him with a feathered headdress after he spoke, making him an honor-
ary leader of the community.

Francis’ words went beyond his earlier apology for the “deplorable” abuses committed by missionaries 
and instead took institutional responsibility for the church’s cooperation with Canada’s “catastrophic” as-
similation policy, which the country’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission said amounted to a “cultural 
genocide.”

More than 150,000 native children in Canada were forced to attend government-funded Christian schools 
from the 19th century until the 1970s in an effort to isolate them from the influence of their homes and 
culture. The aim was to Christianize and assimilate them into mainstream society, which previous Canadian 
governments considered superior.

Ottawa has admitted that physical and sexual abuse was rampant at the schools, with students beaten 
for speaking their native languages. That legacy of that abuse and isolation from family has been cited by 
Indigenous leaders as a root cause of the epidemic rates of alcohol and drug addiction now on Canadian 
reservations.

The discoveries of hundreds of potential burial sites at former schools in the past year drew international 
attention to the schools in Canada and their counterparts in the United States. The revelations prompted 
Francis to comply with the truth commission’s call for an apology on Canadian soil; Catholic religious orders 
operated 66 of the country’s 139 residential schools.

Reflecting the conflicting emotions of the day, some in the crowd wept as Francis spoke, while others 
applauded or stayed silent listening to his words, delivered in his native Spanish with English translations. 
Others chose not to attend at all.

“I’ve waited 50 years for this apology, and finally today I heard it,” survivor Evelyn Korkmaz said. “Part 
of me is rejoiced, part of me is sad, part of me is numb.” She added, however, that she had hoped to hear 
a “work plan” from the pope on what he would do next to reconcile, including releasing church files on 
children who died at the schools.

Many in the crowd wore traditional dress, including colorful ribbon skirts and vests with Native motifs. 
Others donned orange shirts, which have become a symbol of school survivors, recalling the story of 
one woman whose beloved orange shirt, a gift from her grandmother, was confiscated at a school and 
replaced with a uniform.

“It’s something that is needed, not only for people to hear but for the church to be accountable,” said 
Sandi Harper, who traveled with her sister and a church group from Saskatchewan in honor of their late 
mother, who attended a residential school.

News from the
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“He recognizes this road to reconciliation is going to take time, but he is really on board with us,” she 

said, calling the apology “genuine.”
Despite the solemnity of the event, the atmosphere seemed at times joyful: Chiefs processed into the 

site venue to a hypnotic drumbeat, elders danced and the crowd cheered and chanted war songs, victory 
songs and finally a healing song. Participants paraded a long red banner through the grounds bearing the 
names of more than 4,000 children who died at or never came home from residential schools; Francis 
later kissed it.

“I wasn’t disappointed. It was quite a momentous occasion,” said Phil Fontaine, a residential school 
survivor and former chief of the Assembly of First Nations who went public with his story of sexual abuse 
in the 1990s.

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, who last year apologized for the “incredibly harmful government policy,” 
also attended, along with other officials.

As part of a lawsuit settlement involving the government, churches and approximately 90,000 survivors, 
Canada paid reparations that amounted to billions of dollars being transferred to Indigenous communities. 
Canada’s Catholic Church says its dioceses and religious orders have provided more than $50 million in 
cash and in-kind contributions and hope to add $30 million more over the next five years.

While the pope acknowledged blame, he also made clear that Catholic missionaries were merely coop-
erating with and implementing the government policy, which he termed the “colonizing mentality of the 
powers.” Notably he didn’t refer to 15th-century papal decrees that provided religious backing to European 
colonial powers in the first place.

Jeremy Bergen, a church apology expert and professor of religious and theological studies at Conrad 
Grebel University College in Waterloo, Ontario, said Francis made clear he was asking forgiveness for the 
actions of “members of the church” but not the institution in its entirety.

“The idea is that, as the Body of Christ, the church itself is sinless,” he said via email.
“So when Catholics do bad things, they are not truly acting on behalf of the church,” Bergen added, 

noting it’s a controversial idea on which many Catholic theologians disagree.
Francis said the schools marginalized generations, suppressed Indigenous languages, led to physical, 

verbal, psychological and spiritual abuse and “indelibly affected relationships between parents and children, 
grandparents and grandchildren.” He called for further investigation, a possible reference to demands for 
further access to church records and personnel files of priests and nuns to identify perpetrators of abuses.

“Although Christian charity was not absent, and there were many outstanding instances of devotion and 
care for children, the overall effects of the policies linked to the residential schools were catastrophic,” 
Francis said. “What our Christian faith tells us is that this was a disastrous error, incompatible with the 
Gospel of Jesus Christ.”

The first pope from the Americas was determined to make this trip, even though torn knee ligaments 
forced him to cancel a visit to Africa earlier this month.

The six-day visit — which also includes stops in Quebec City and Iqaluit, Nunavut, in the far north — 
follows meetings Francis held in the spring at the Vatican with First Nations, Metis and Inuit delegations. 
Those encounters culminated with Francis’ apology April 1 for “deplorable” abuses at residential schools 
and a promise to do so again on Canadian soil.

Francis recalled that one of the delegations gave him a set of beaded moccasins as a symbol of children 
who never came back from the schools, and asked him to return them in Canada. Francis said in these 
months they “kept alive my sense of sorrow, indignation and shame” but that in returning them he hoped 
they can also represent a path to walk together.

Event organizers had mental health counselors on hand Monday, knowing the event could be traumatic 
for some people.

Later Monday, Francis visited Sacred Heart Church of the First Peoples, an Edmonton parish whose 
sanctuary was dedicated last week after being restored from a fire. The church incorporates Indigenous 
language and customs in liturgy, and both were on display during the event, with folksongs and drums 
and providing the backdrop to the pope’s visit.
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Tribal leaders, members react to pope’s apology on schools
MASKWACIS, Alberta (AP) — Pope Francis’ apology Monday for the Catholic Church’s role in Canada’s 

residential school system and the abuses that took place within it was a full-throated denunciation of 
a decadeslong policy of forced assimilation that aimed to strip Indigenous children of their culture and 
traumatized generations.

Speaking at the site of a former residential school south of Edmonton, Alberta, the pontiff said he was 
“deeply sorry” for actions by many in support of “the colonizing mentality of the powers that oppressed 
the Indigenous peoples.”

He also expressed sorrow over the schools’ systemic marginalization, denigration and suppression of 
Indigenous people, languages and culture; the “physical, verbal, psychological and spiritual abuse” children 
suffered after being taken from their homes at a young age; and the “indelibly” altered family relation-
ships that resulted.

“I myself wish to reaffirm this, with shame and unambiguously. I humbly beg forgiveness for the evil 
committed by so many Christians against the Indigenous peoples,” Francis said.

Here are some reactions to the pope’s remarks:
___
“It was an achievement on the part of the Indigenous community to convince Pope Francis to come to a 

First Nation community and humble himself before survivors in the way he did today. It was special. And 
I know that it meant a lot to a lot of people. And every time he said the word sorry, people would start 
applauding,” Phil Fontaine, a residential school abuse survivor and former chief of the Assembly of First 
Nations, said in an interview with The Associated Press.

___
“We may all need time to fully absorb the gravity of this moment. ... If you want to help us heal, stop 

telling us to get over it. ... We can’t get over it when intergenerational trauma impacts every youth and 
every member, every family who had a residential school survivor. Instead of getting over it, I’m asking 
you to get with it, get with learning about our history, get with learning about our culture, our people, 
who we are,” Chief Desmond Bull of Louis Bull Tribe said during a news conference.

___
It “was validation that this really happened” for the apology to be heard by non-Indigenous people, Chief 

Tony Alexis of the Alexis Nakota Sioux Nation said, but the pope needs to follow up with action and “can’t 
just say sorry and walk away.”

___
“I’ve waited 50 years for this apology, and finally today I heard it,” Evelyn Korkmaz, a school survivor, 

said during a news conference. Unfortunately many family and community members did not live to see it 
due to suicide or substance-abuse, she said. But “I was hoping to hear some kind of work plan” for ways 
the church would be turning over documents and taking other concrete steps.

___
“I have a lot of of survivors and thrivers in my community who are happy to hear the pope has come to 

apologize. Words cannot describe how important today is for the healing journey for a lot of First Nations 
people,” Chief Vernon Saddleback of Samson Cree Nation said in a news conference. “The pope apologiz-
ing today was a day for everyone in the world to sit back and listen.”

___
“It’s something that is needed, not only for people to hear but for the church to be accountable,” said 

Sandi Harper of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, who attended the papal event in honor of her late mother, a 
former residential school student. Still, she told AP some Indigenous people are not ready for reconcilia-
tion: “We just need to give people the time to heal. It’s going to take a long time.”
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SD Lottery

By The Associated Press undefined
PIERRE, S.D. (AP) _ These South Dakota lotteries were drawn Monday:
Mega Millions
Estimated jackpot: 790,000,000
Powerball
25-37-38-39-65, Powerball: 5, Power Play: 2
(twenty-five, thirty-seven, thirty-eight, thirty-nine, sixty-five; Powerball: five; Power Play: two)
Estimated jackpot: $145,000,000

Tim Giago, trailblazing Native American journalist, dies
By GRETCHEN EHLKE Associated Press
Tim Giago, the founder of the first independently owned Native American newspaper in the United States, 

has died at age 88, his former wife said.
Giago, who died at Monument Health in Rapid City, South Dakota, on Sunday, created an enduring legacy 

during his more than four decades of work in South Dakota journalism, his colleagues said.
Giago, who was a member of the Oglala Lakota tribe, founded The Lakota Times with his first wife, 

Doris, in 1981, and quickly showed that he wasn’t afraid to challenge those in power and advocate for 
American Indians, she said.

Launching the paper, even years after the 1973 Wounded Knee siege between U.S. marshals and the 
Native American Movement, was challenging because wounds still existed on the Pine Ridge Indian Res-
ervation and in South Dakota, Doris Giago said.

Tim Giago blamed the American Indian Movement for violence on the reservation. Windows at the paper 
were broken and the office was firebombed.

“And through it all, Tim never backed down,” said Doris Giago, who was married to him from 1979 to 1986.
The Lakota Times was eventually renamed Indian Country Today, and later became ICT. In a July 2021 

interview with the paper, Giago recounted that tense period and “some of the hard things that came out 
of work.”

“One night got in my pickup and somebody put a bullet through my windshield and just missed my 
head,” Giago told the newspaper. “So, I mean, if that’s what it took to get the freedom of the press going 
on the reservation, I guess that’s what it took.”

Giago, a 1991 Nieman Fellow at Harvard University, wrote years later that while he was working as a 
reporter for the Rapid City Journal, he was bothered by the fact that although he had been born and raised 
on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, he was seldom given an opportunity to do news stories about the 
people of the reservation.

“One editor told me that I would not be able to be objective in my reporting. I replied, ‘All of your report-
ers are white. Are they objective when covering the white community?”’

The Giagos started the Lakota Times in a former beauty shop on the reservation, with no real training 
on the business side of newspapering, Doris Giago recalled.

“They gave us six months to succeed. They didn’t think we would last after that. We learned from our 
mistakes,” she said.

In 1992, he changed the paper’s name to Indian Country Today to reflect its national coverage of Native 
American news and issues. He sold the paper to the Oneida Nation in 1998.

Two years later he founded The Lakota Journal and in 2009, he founded the Native Sun News, based 
in Rapid City, South Dakota.

“He always pushed for more, reaching for an even better way to serve Native American people with 
news. So after Lakota Times it was Indian Country Today. Then Lakota Journal. Then Native Sun News. He 
never lost his vision about how important it is for a community to have a journalistic recording of itself,” 
said Mark Trahant, ICT’s editor-at-large.
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Giago founded the Native American Journalists Association and served as its first president. He was also 

the first Native American to be inducted into the South Dakota Newspaper Hall of Fame.
Even though Giago’s work had critics, they still respected him “for doing his job and protecting Native 

people,” ICT’s editor Jourdan Bennett-Begaye said.
“Nothing could stop him. What I really admired about him was his fearlessness,” she said.
Survivors include his wife, Jackie Giago; a sister, Lillian; 12 children and numerous grandchildren. Funeral 

arrangements were pending.

Widespread condemnation of Myanmar’s execution of prisoners
By DAVID RISING and EILEEN NG Associated Press
BANGKOK (AP) — International outrage over Myanmar’s execution of four political prisoners intensified 

Tuesday with grassroots protests and strong condemnation from world governments, as well as fears 
the hangings could derail nascent attempts to bring an end to the violence and unrest that has beset the 
Southeast Asian nation since the military seized power last year.

Myanmar’s military-led government that seized power from elected leader Aung San Suu Kyi in Febru-
ary 2021 has been accused of thousands of extrajudicial killings since then, but the hangings announced 
Monday were the country’s first official executions in decades.

“We feel that this is a crime against humanity,” said Malaysian Foreign Minister Saifuddin Abdullah, speak-
ing at the side of the United Nations’ Special Envoy on Myanmar Noeleen Heyzer at a press conference 
in Kuala Lumpur.

He said the executions would be a focus of the upcoming meetings of the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations foreign ministers, which begin in Cambodia in a week.

Myanmar is a member of the influential ASEAN group, which has been trying to implement a five-point 
consensus it reached on Myanmar last year calling for dialogue among all concerned parties, provision 
of humanitarian assistance, an immediate cessation of violence and a visit by a special envoy to meet all 
parties.

With the executions, he said, “we look at it as if the junta is making a mockery of the five point process.”
Heyzer said that the U.N. sees the executions as a “blatant violation” of a person’s “right to life, liberty 

and security.”
In Bangkok, hundreds of pro-democracy demonstrators protested outside neighboring Myanmar’s em-

bassy, waving flags and chanting slogans amid a heavy downpour.
“The dictators used their power arbitrarily,” yelled a young man through a bullhorn to the crowd, some 

of whom waved pictures of Suu Kyi or the four executed men. “We can’t tolerate this any more.”
Myanmar’s government spokesperson, Maj. Gen. Zaw Min Tun, firmly rejected the criticism, saying the 

executions were carried out in line with the country’s law and not for “personal” reasons.
“We knew that there may be criticism when the death penalties were handed down and conducted in 

line with domestic law,” he told reporters. “However, we did it for reasons of domestic stability, for the 
rule of law and order, and security.”

He said the executed men were convicted of crimes involving supporting violent “terrorists” and acts — 
allegations denied by their defenders — and said their punishment was “appropriate.”

“If we considered leniency for those who committed such crimes it would have been cruel and without 
sympathy for the victims,” he said.

Among the four executed was Phyo Zeya Thaw, a 41-year-old former lawmaker from Suu Kyi’s party, and 
Kyaw Min Yu, a 53-year-old democracy activist better known as Ko Jimmy. All were tried, convicted and 
sentenced by a military tribunal with no possibility of appeal.

The executions were carried out over the weekend, and came as a surprise even to family members.
Phyo Zeya Thaw’s mother Khin Win May told The Associated Press she had just spoken with her son via 

video conference on Friday and he had asked her for reading glasses, books and some spending money.
“I was a little shocked when I heard about the execution, I think it will take some time,” she said.
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She said she hoped her son and the others would be seen as martyrs for their cause.
“I’m proud of all of them as they sacrificed their lives for the country,” she said.
The execution of the four activists prompted immediate calls from around the world for a moratorium 

on carrying out any further sentences, and condemnation for what was broadly seen as a politically mo-
tivated move.

Myanmar, formerly known as Burma, announced in June that it was going to resume executing prisoners 
and has 113 others who have been sentenced to death, although 41 of those were convicted in absentia, 
according to the Assistance Association for Political Prisoners, a non-governmental organization that tracks 
killing and arrests. At the same time, 2,120 civilians have been killed by security forces since the military 
takeover.

“This was a barbaric act by Myanmar’s military regime,” said New Zealand’s Foreign Minister Nanaia Mahuta 
of the four executions carried out. “New Zealand condemns these actions in the strongest possible terms.”

Australia’s Foreign Minister Penny Wong said she was “appalled” by the executions.
“Australia opposes the death penalty in all circumstances for all people,” she said.
Earlier, Australia and New Zealand had joined the European Union, Japan, the United Kingdom, the United 

States, Canada, Norway and South Korea in a joint statement condemning the executions.
ASEAN denounced the executions as “highly reprehensible.”
It said the move represented a setback to the group’s efforts to facilitate a dialogue between the military 

leadership and opponents.
“We strongly and urgently call on all parties concerned to desist from taking actions that would only 

further aggravate the crisis, hinder peaceful dialogue among all parties concerned, and endanger peace, 
security and stability, not only in Myanmar, but the whole region,” the group said in a statement.

The military’s seizure of power from Suu Kyi’s elected government triggered peaceful protests that soon 
escalated to armed resistance and then to widespread fighting that some U.N. experts characterize as a 
civil war.

Some resistance groups have engaged in assassinations, drive-by shootings and bombings in urban areas. 
Mainstream opposition organizations generally disavow such activities, while supporting armed resistance 
in rural areas that are more often subject to brutal military attacks.

News of the executions prompted a flash-demonstration Monday in Myanmar’s largest city, Yangon, where 
about a dozen protesters took to the streets marching behind a banner saying “we are never afraid,” then 
quickly slipped away before authorities could confront them.

Similar demonstrations broke out in more rural areas across Myanmar on both Monday and Tuesday.
The last judicial execution to be carried out in Myanmar is generally believed to have been of another 

political offender, student leader Salai Tin Maung Oo, in 1976 under a previous military government led 
by dictator Ne Win.

Trump returning to Washington to deliver policy speech
By JILL COLVIN Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former President Donald Trump will return to Washington on Tuesday for the first 

time since leaving office, delivering a policy speech before an allied think tank that has been crafting an 
agenda for a possible second term.

Trump will address the America First Policy Institute’s two-day America First Agenda Summit as some 
advisers urge him to spend more time talking about his vision for the future and less time relitigating the 
2020 election as he prepares to announce an expected 2024 White House campaign.

“I believe it will be a very policy-focused, forward-leaning speech, very much like a State of the Union 
5.0,” said Brooke Rollins, AFPI’s president. Composed of former Trump administration officials and allies, 
the nonprofit is widely seen as an “administration in waiting” that could quickly move to the West Wing if 
Trump were to run again and win.

Trump’s appearance in Washington — his first trip back since Jan. 20, 2021, when President Joe Biden 
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was sworn into office — comes as his potential 2024 rivals have been taking increasingly overt steps to 
challenge his status as the party’s standard-bearer. They include former Vice President Mike Pence, who 
has been touting his own “Freedom Agenda” in speeches that serve as an implicit contrast with Trump.

“Some people may choose to focus on the past, but I believe conservatives must focus on the future. If 
we do, we won’t just win the next election, we will change the course of American history for generations,” 
Pence had planned to say in a speech at the Heritage Foundation in Washington on the eve of Trump’s 
visit. Pence’s appearance was postponed because of bad weather, but he will be delivering his own speech 
Tuesday morning before the Young America’s Foundation not far from the AFPI meeting.

Trump has spent much of his time since leaving office fixated on the 2020 election and spreading lies 
about his loss to sow doubt about Biden’s victory. Indeed, even as the Jan. 6 committee was laying bare 
his desperate and potentially illegal attempts to remain in power and his refusal to call off a violent mob 
of his supporters as they tried to halt the peaceful transition of power, Trump continued to try to pressure 
officials to overturn Biden’s win, despite there being no legal means to decertify the past election.

On Tuesday, he plans to focus on public safety.
“President Trump sees a nation in decline that is driven, in part, by rising crime and communities becom-

ing less safe under Democrat policies,” said his spokesman, Taylor Budowich. “His remarks will highlight 
the policy failures of Democrats, while laying out an America First vision for public safety that will surely 
be a defining issue during the midterms and beyond.”

Beyond the summit, staff at the America First Policy Institute have been laying their own groundwork 
for the future, “making sure we do have the policies, personnel and process nailed down for every key 
agency when we do take the White House back,” Rollins said.

The nonprofit developed, she said, from efforts to avoid the chaotic early days of Trump’s first term, 
when he arrived at the White House unprepared, with no clear plans ready to put in place. As Trump was 
running for reelection, Rollins, then the head of Trump’s Domestic Policy Council, began to sketch out a 
second-term agenda with fellow administration officials, including top economic policy adviser Larry Kudlow 
and national security adviser Robert O’Brien.

When it became clear Trump would be leaving the White House, she said, AFPI was created to continue 
that work “organized around that second term agenda that we never released.”

The organization, once dismissed as a landing zone for ex-Trump administration officials shut out of more 
lucrative jobs, has grown into a behemoth, with an operating budget of around $25 million and 150 staff, 
including 17 former senior White Houses officials and nine former Cabinet members.

The group also has more than 20 policy centers and has tried to extend its reach beyond Washington 
with efforts to influence local legislatures and school boards. An “American leadership initiative,” led by 
the former head of the Office of Personnel Management, Michael Rigas, launched several weeks ago to 
identify future staff loyal to Trump and his “America First” approach who could be hired as part of a larger 
effort to replace large swaths of the civil service, as Axios recently reported.

The group is one of several Trump-allied organizations that have continued to push his polices in his 
absence, including America First Legal, dedicated to fighting Biden’s agenda through the court system, 
the Center for Renewing America and the Conservative Partnership Institute.

The summit is intended to highlight AFPI’s “America First Agenda,” centered around 10 key policy areas 
including the economy, health care and election security. It includes many of Trump’s signature issues, like 
continuing to build a wall along the southern border and a plan to “dismantle the administrative state.”

In a speech Monday, former House Speaker Newt Gingrich, whose “Contract with America” has been 
credited with helping Republicans sweep the 1994 midterm elections, praised the effort as key to future 
GOP victory.

“The American people want solutions,” he said

GOP warms to far-right gubernatorial nominee in Pennsylvania
By MARC LEVY Associated Press
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HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) — Republicans are warming up to Doug Mastriano.
When he crushed a nine-person field to win the GOP nomination for Pennsylvania governor in May, some 

in the party warned that Mastriano’s far-right views on everything from abortion to the 2020 presidential 
election would squander an otherwise attainable seat in a critical battleground state. But now, as the 
general election season intensifies, the GOP machinery is cranking up to back Mastriano’s campaign and 
attack his Democratic rival, Josh Shapiro.

Mastriano spoke in Aspen, Colorado, last week at an event with donors sponsored by the Republican 
Governors Association. At the GOP’s “Rally at the Rock” campaign event in northern Pennsylvania earlier 
this month, the independently elected state treasurer, Stacy Garrity, introduced Mastriano as “our next 
governor.” County offices and booths are festooned with his campaign signs and he spoke at this month’s 
closed-door state party meeting. And on Wednesday, a pair of top party officials are hosting a fundraiser 
for Mastriano.

In one of America’s most politically divided states, the GOP’s embrace of a candidate who opposes abor-
tion rights with no exceptions, spread conspiracy theories about the 2020 election and was outside the 
U.S. Capitol during the Jan. 6 insurrection risks alienating moderate party members. But some Republicans 
say they’re duty bound to get behind their party’s nominee.

“When you play team sports, you learn what being part of a team means,” said Andy Reilly, the state 
GOP’s national committeeman and co-host of Wednesday’s fundraiser. “Our team voted for him in the 
primary and, no matter how you slice it, his philosophies are much better to run the state than a career 
politician like Josh Shapiro.”

November’s election has major implications.
Working with a Republican-controlled Legislature, Mastriano could dramatically scale back access to 

abortion. And he would be able to appoint Pennsylvania’s secretary of state, giving him tremendous power 
over elections in a state that is often decisive in presidential campaigns.

Perhaps with that in mind, some Republicans have been tentative about vocally supporting Mastriano.
The Republican Governors Association — typically a source of millions of dollars for GOP campaigns — 

has done next to nothing to publicly praise Mastriano, as it has other Republican nominees.
But that could change as the fall campaign nears. Arizona Gov. Doug Ducey, the RGA’s co-chairman, told 

CNN this month that he would not rule out helping Mastriano and suggested that the group would help 
if Shapiro appears beatable.

“The job of the RGA is to elect Republican governors, and that’s what we’re going to do in this cycle,” 
Ducey said.

Mastriano and Shapiro are vying for the right to succeed Democratic Gov. Tom Wolf, who is constitution-
ally term-limited after entering office in 2015.

Shapiro, the state’s two-time elected attorney general, unified the party behind his candidacy, running 
an uncontested primary campaign and rolling up strong fundraising numbers. He also has ties to some 
prominent Republicans in Philadelphia and its heavily populated suburbs.

His campaign recently rolled out a list of onetime Republican elected officials who are endorsing him, 
while another group of Republicans have started a group called Republicans for Shapiro to sway votes 
against Mastriano.

Mastriano dismissed them as “has-beens.”
Still, the party’s traditional donor community around the state is — by many accounts — sitting on 

their wallets at a time when Mastriano is badly lagging Shapiro in fundraising. That includes prominent 
Philadelphia-area donors and fundraisers who long have financed Republican campaigns but know Shapiro 
well and likely reject Mastriano’s socially conservative politics.

“That’s going to make it much tougher for Mastriano to break into that southeastern Pennsylvania kind 
of money, that group of big-time donors and fundraisers,” said David Urban, a Republican strategist who 
worked on Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign.

Beyond that, Mastriano as the party’s standard-bearer is causing heartburn, and some party officials 
declined to speak on the record about him.
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The unifying theme is a distaste for Mastriano.
No GOP contender for governor in the U.S. did more to subvert the 2020 presidential election than Mas-

triano — and no one may be better positioned to subvert the next one if he’s elected governor.
He has rubbed elbows with QAnon conspiracy theorists, Trump’s most prominent election-denying allies 

and people arrested in the attack on the U.S. Capitol. His active account on Gab — a social media site 
popular with white supremacists and antisemites where he also spent $5,000 for advertising — prompted 
a condemnation by the national Republican Jewish Coalition.

He has been one of Pennsylvania’s leading spreaders of Trump’s lies about fraud in the 2020 presidential 
election.

His plan to overturn the election results — introduced as a resolution in the Legislature — drew a sub-
poena from the U.S. House committee investigating the insurrection.

Mastriano later organized bus trips to Trump’s “Stop the Steal” rally near the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6 and, 
afterward, can be seen in photos walking past breached police lines to where he watched pro-Trump 
demonstrators clash with police on the Capitol steps. That prompted an FBI interview, though he has not 
been charged with a crime.

Then there’s Mastriano’s embrace of Christian nationalism, which scholars generally define as champi-
oning a fusion of American and Christian values, symbols and identity. Christian nationalism, they say, is 
often accompanied by a belief that God has destined America, like the biblical Israel, for a special role in 
history, and that it will receive divine blessing or judgment depending on its obedience.

Mastriano has also condemned the GOP establishment, refuses to speak with most mainstream media 
organizations and backed a ban on abortion, with no exceptions, that turns off some party officials in 
Pennsylvania.

That — plus Mastriano’s talk of decertifying voting machines, opposing gay marriage and ridiculing climate 
change as “fake science” — hasn’t escaped Shapiro, whose campaign is running a TV ad calling Mastriano 
“extreme, and way too risky for Pennsylvania.”

Once a Mastriano primary victory appeared inevitable, Trump endorsed him, despite party leaders fear-
ing that he couldn’t win over enough moderate voters to beat Shapiro in November.

State Senate Majority Leader Kim Ward, R-Westmoreland, who once warned that “Democrats will destroy 
him with swing voters,” had dinner with Mastriano following the primary.

Ward said she told Mastriano that “he has my full support because I want a governor who isn’t going to 
kowtow to the Biden administration and the Democrats’ anti-fossil fuel policy on energy.”

Mastriano is also getting help from an organization whose political action committees are a conduit for 
campaign cash from billionaire Jeffrey Yass and spent $13 million fruitlessly backing a primary rival to 
Mastriano while warning that Mastriano could not win swing voters in a general election.

The organization, the Commonwealth Partners Chamber of Entrepreneurs, has already commissioned 
anti-Shapiro billboards and plans to spend millions against Shapiro, its president, Matt Brouillette, said.

Its board has made no decision on whether to endorse Mastriano, he said.
For now, many Republicans are watching Mastriano’s efforts to mend fences with the party, raise money 

and broaden his appeal to swing voters. He has called up some party officials and donors. Some have 
given him advice, other say they have yet to.

“I will tell him that he’s got to his message out, and he’s got to raise money to get his message out to 
counter the false portrayal that Josh Shapiro is putting out,” Reilly said.

Some say they see him focusing more on standard GOP talking points, such as inflation, and moving 
away from talk of 2020’s election denial and banning abortion.

Charlie Gerow, a conservative activist who lost to Mastriano in the primary, said he will help Mastriano any 
way he can — and will tell Mastriano to expand his campaign efforts beyond the most conservative voters.

“A lot will depend on his ability to put together a campaign necessary to win in November,” Gerow said. 
“And I think he recognizes that he’s got to broaden his appeal in order to win in November.”
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Russia aims new air strikes at Black Sea coastal targets

By SUSIE BLANN Associated Press
KYIV, Ukraine (AP) — Russia targeted Ukraine’s Black Sea regions of Odesa and Mykolaiv with air strikes 

Tuesday, hitting private buildings and port infrastructure along the country’s southern coast, the Ukrainian 
military said.

The Kremlin’s forces used air-launched missiles in the attack, Ukraine’s Operational Command South 
said in a Facebook post.

In the Odesa region, a number of private buildings in villages on the coast were hit and caught fire, the 
report said. In the Mykolaiv region, port infrastructure was targeted.

Hours after the renewed strikes on the south, a Moscow-installed official in the southern Kherson region 
said the Odesa and Mykolaiv regions will soon be “liberated” by the Russian forces, just like the Kherson 
region further east.

“The Kherson region and the city of Kherson have been liberated forever,” Kirill Stremousov was quoted 
as saying by Russian state news agency RIA Novosti.

The developments came as Ukraine appeared to be preparing a counteroffensive in the south.
Russia previously attacked Odesa’s port at the weekend. The British military said Tuesday there was no 

indication that a Ukrainian warship and a stockpile of anti-ship missiles were at the site, as Moscow claimed.
The British Defense Ministry said Russia sees Ukraine’s use of anti-ship missiles as “a key threat” that 

is limiting its Black Sea Fleet.
“This has significantly undermined the overall invasion plan, as Russia cannot realistically attempt an 

amphibious assault to seize Odesa,” the military said. “Russia will continue to prioritize efforts to degrade 
and destroy Ukraine’s anti-ship capability.”

It added that “Russia’s targeting processes are highly likely routinely undermined by dated intelligence, 
poor planning, and a top-down approach to operations.”

Russian shelling over the previous 24 hours killed at least three civilians and wounded eight more in 
Ukraine, the president’s office said Tuesday.

In the eastern Donetsk region, where the fighting has been focused in recent weeks, the shelling con-
tinued along the entire front line, with the largest cities of the region, including Bakhmut, Avdiivka and 
Toretsk, being targeted by the Russian forces, a statement said.

Donetsk regional governor Pavlo Kyrylenko accused Russian troops of using cluster munitions and re-
peated his call for civilians to evacuate.

“There is not a single safe place left, everything is being shelled,” Kyrylenko said in televised remarks. 
“But there are still evacuation routes for the civilian population.”

The Institute for the Study of War, based in Washington, D.C., reported that the Russians are using mer-
cenaries from the shadowy Wagner Group to capture the Vuhledar Power Plant on the northern outskirts 
of the Novoluhanske village.

But the Russian forces have made “limited gains” there, according to Ukraine’s General Staff.
The main Russian focus has been on capturing Bakhmut.
“Russian forces made marginal gains south of Bakhmut but are unlikely to be able to effectively leverage 

these advances to take full control of Bakhmut itself,” the Institute for the Study of War said.
Russian forces continued to launch strikes on civilian infrastructure in Kharkiv, Ukraine’s second largest 

city in the northeast, and the surrounding region.
Kharkiv governor Oleh Syniehubov said the strikes on the city resumed around dawn Tuesday, damaging 

a car dealership.
“The Russians deliberately target civilian infrastructure objects — hospitals, schools, movie theaters,” 

Syniehubov told Ukrainian television. “Everything is being fired at, even queues for humanitarian aid, so 
we’re urging people to avoid mass gatherings.”

German Foreign Minister Annalena Baerbock said that Moscow wants “the complete subjugation of 
Ukraine and its people.”

“We must be prepared for this war — which Russia is conducting with absolute brutality, and is conduct-
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ing in a way that no one else would — to last months,” Baerbock said during a visit to Prague.

Indiana abortion debate draws protest crowds, vice president
By TOM DAVIES and ARLEIGH RODGERS Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Thousands of people arguing the abortion issue surrounded the Indiana State-

house and filled its corridors Monday as state lawmakers began consideration of a Republican proposal 
to ban nearly all abortions in the state and Vice President Kamala Harris denounced the effort during a 
meeting with Democratic legislators.

Harris said during a trip to Indianapolis that the abortion ban proposal reflects a health care crisis in 
the country. Despite the bill’s abortion ban language, anti-abortion activists lined up before a legislative 
committee to argue that the bill wasn’t strict enough and lacked enforcement teeth.

Indiana is one of the first Republican-run state legislatures to debate tighter abortion laws following the 
U.S. Supreme Court decision last month overturning Roe v. Wade. The Supreme Court ruling is expected 
to lead to abortion bans in roughly half the states.

“Maybe some people need to actually learn how a woman’s body works,” Harris said Monday, eliciting 
murmurs and laughs from the Democratic legislators. “The parameters that are being proposed mean that 
for the vast majority of women, by the time she realizes she is pregnant, she will effectively be prohibited 
from having access to reproductive health care that will allow her to choose what happens to her body.”

Confrontations erupted periodically between anti-abortion and abortion-rights demonstrators around the 
Indiana Statehouse. One person carrying a message on cardboard — “Forced Birth Is Violence” — fol-
lowed a man, who carried a fake red fetus in a plastic bag over his shoulder, and tried to obscure his sign 
that read “Save Our Babies.”

Some people had virulent arguments encircled by other demonstrators
“You think you should dictate my life and my kids’ lives. That’s what you’re saying,” Kait Schultz, who 

wore a dark gray “Pregnant and Pissed” shirt, shouted to Christopher Monaghan.
“You don’t want to have a conversation,” Monaghan replied as they spoke over each other. He held a 

vertical sign that read “Babies Lives Matter.”
Elsewhere Monday, Lawmakers in West Virginia’s Republican majority hurried to advance legislation that 

would criminalize abortion with few exceptions. A bill introduced Monday makes providing an abortion a 
felony carrying up to 10 years in prison. It provides exceptions only in cases where there is an ectopic 
pregnancy, a “nonmedically viable fetus” or a medical emergency.

West Virginia Gov. Jim Justice abruptly added state abortion law to the state’s Legislature’s agenda for 
a special session he called for Monday to focus on his income tax cut plan.

In his announcement, Justice asked legislators to “clarify and modernize” the state abortion laws in the 
wake of the Supreme Court ruling. A week ago, a Charleston judge blocked enforcement of the state’s 
150-year-old abortion ban, saying the recent laws enacted by the West Virginia Legislature “hopelessly 
conflict with the criminal abortion ban.”

In Tennessee, meanwhile, the attorney general’s office said it’s still unknown when the state’s anti-
abortion “trigger ban” will go into effect, but some state lawmakers are raising alarm that the ban has no 
exceptions for victims of rape or incest.

Tennessee has been limiting abortion as early as six weeks into pregnancy — when most women don’t 
know they’re pregnant — ever since the U.S. Supreme Court’s abortion decision last month. Republican 
Gov. Bill Lee refused last week to answer questions from reporters on he supported tweaking the trigger 
law, particularly sidestepping on whether he supported exempting children who were raped and then 
became pregnant.

In Wyoming, a lawsuit filed Monday by a Casper women’s health clinic and others seeks to block the 
state’s new abortion ban just before it’s scheduled to take effect. The lawsuit claims the new law violates 
the state constitution with restrictions that will discourage potentially lifesaving pregnancy healthcare in 
Wyoming, forcing pregnant women to go to other states for necessary procedures.
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Indiana’s Republican Senate leaders proposed a bill last week that would prohibit abortions from the 

time an egg is implanted in a woman’s uterus with limited exceptions — in cases of rape, incest and to 
protect the life of the mother. The proposal followed the political firestorm over a 10-year-old rape victim 
who traveled to the state from neighboring Ohio to end her pregnancy.

“She is a baby,” Democratic Rep. Cherrish Pryor of Indianapolis, one of the lawmakers at the meeting 
with Harris, said of the child. “Why should we force babies to have babies?”

The case of the Ohio girl gained wide attention when an Indianapolis doctor said the child had to go 
to Indiana because Ohio banned abortions at the first detectable “fetal heartbeat” after the Supreme 
Court’s abortion decision.

The ultimate fate of the Indiana abortion bill in the Republican-dominated Legislature is uncertain, as 
leaders of Indiana Right to Life, the state’s most prominent anti-abortion group, are decrying the Senate 
proposal as weak and lacking enforcement provisions.

Republican Senate leaders said the bill would not add new criminal penalties against doctors involved 
with abortions, but they would face possibly having their medical licenses revoked for breaking the law.

Numerous anti-abortion activists argued against including the exceptions allowing abortions in cases of 
rape and incest.

“I don’t believe children should be murdered based on their circumstance of conception,” Emma Duell 
of Noblesville told the Senate committee. “What happened the night they were conceived, something 
they have no control over should not affect whether they are protected from abortion violence or not.”

Republican Sen. Sue Glick, the abortion ban bill’s sponsor, said she expected amendments would be 
considered tightening the exceptions before the Senate’s anticipated vote on the proposal later this week.

Representatives of several physician groups raised concerns about the Indiana proposal possibly being 
questioned and prosecuted over their medical decisions.

Ariel Ream of Indianapolis said she was undergoing fertility treatments and worried that the abortion 
ban could leave her health threatened if she were to have a miscarriage and face bleeding.

“When am I hemorrhaging enough to be able to get care?” Ream said. “We don’t know if you go to the 
ER that doctor’s going to be scared enough to put their license on the line for me.”

Global stocks mixed ahead of expected US rate hike
By JOE McDONALD AP Business Writer
BEIJING (AP) — Global stock markets were mixed Tuesday as investors braced for another sharp inter-

est rate hike by the Federal Reserve to cool inflation.
London and Shanghai advanced while Tokyo and Frankfurt declined. Oil rose nearly $2 per barrel.
Wall Street futures were lower after the benchmark S&P 500 index gained 0.1% on Monday.
This week’s Fed meeting is expected to announce a rate hike of up to three-quarters of a percentage 

point, triple the usual margin. That would put the Fed’s benchmark rate in a range of 2.25% to 2.5%, the 
highest since 2018 before the coronavirus pandemic.

Optimists hope for a “Fed dial back,” but mixed reactions suggest sentiments are conflicted, said Tan 
Boon Heng of Mizuho Bank in a report.

In early trading, the FTSE 100 in London advanced 0.7% to 7,348.61 while the DAX in Frankfurt lost 
0.5% to 13,144.82. The CAC 40 in Paris shed 0.1% to 6,232.77.

On Wall Street, the S&P 500 future was off 0.3% and that for the Dow Jones Industrial Average lost 0.4%.
In Asia, the Shanghai Composite Index rose 0.8% to 3,277.44 while the Nikkei 225 in Tokyo shed 0.2% 

to 27,655.21.
The Hang Seng in Hong Kong gained 1.7% to 20,905.88 after Alibaba Group, the world’s biggest e-

commerce company, announced plans to change the status of its Hong Kong-traded shares to make them 
more accessible to mainland Chinese buyers.

Alibaba went public in New York in September 2014 and completed a secondary listing in Hong Kong 
in November 2019. The proposed change would upgrade Alibaba’s Hong Kong status to a primary listing 
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along with New York, making the shares eligible for purchase through mainland brokerages.

The Kospi in Seoul added 0.4% to 2,412.96 after data showed the South Korean economy grew by a 
stronger-than-expected 0.7% over the previous quarter in the three months ending in June.

Sydney’s S&P-ASX 200 was 0.3% higher at 6,807.30.
India’s Sensex lost 0.7% at 55,384.00. New Zealand and Bangkok retreated while Singapore and Jakarta 

gained.
Investors worry aggressive rate hikes by the Fed to contain inflation that is at four-decade highs and 

similar action by central banks in Europe and Asia might derail global economic growth.
U.S. inflation has accelerated to 9.1%, its highest since 1981.
The U.S. economy is slowing, but healthy hiring shows it isn’t in recession, Treasury Secretary Janet 

Yellen said Sunday. Fed officials who publicly support a rate hike also cite a strong job market as evidence 
the economy can stand higher borrowing costs.

On Wall Street, the Dow gained 0.3% while the Nasdaq Composite fell 0.4%.
On Monday, Walmart shares fell nearly 10% in after-hours trading after the retail giant lowered its profit 

outlook for the second quarter and full year. The company said shoppers are cutting back on discretionary 
items, particularly clothing, that carry higher profit margins.

On Thursday, the Commerce Department is due to release U.S. economic growth estimate for the thee 
months ending in June. Some forecasters expect a second quarter of contraction after output shrank 1.6% 
in the three months ending in March.

Also this week, tech heavyweights Apple, Meta, Microsoft and Amazon are due to report results. So are 
Coca-Cola and McDonald’s.

In energy markets, benchmark U.S. crude rose $1.79 to $98.48 per barrel in electronic trading on the 
New York Mercantile Exchange. The contract gained $2 to $96.70 on Monday. Brent crude, the price basis 
for international trading, advanced $1.79 to $101.98 per barrel in London. It added $1.95 the previous 
session to $105.15.

The dollar declined to 136.51 yen from Monday’s 136.72. The euro held steady at $1.0221.

Griner’s drawn-out drug trial in Russia resumes
By JIM HEINTZ Associated Press
KHIMKI, Russia (AP) — American basketball star Brittney Griner returned to a Russian courtroom on 

Tuesday for her drawn-out trial on drug charges that could bring her 10 years in prison if convicted.
The trial of the two-time Olympic gold medalist and Phoenix Mercury standout began July 1 but only 

four sessions have been held, some them lasting only a few hours. In one of them she acknowledged 
that she was carrying vape canisters containing cannabis oil when she was arrested at a Moscow airport 
in mid-February, but said she had no criminal intent.

The slow-moving trial and her five months of detention have raised strong criticism among teammates 
and supporters in the United States, which has formally declared her to be “wrongfully detained,” a des-
ignation sharply rejected by Russian officials.

Griner was arrested amid high U.S.-Moscow tensions ahead of Russia sending troops into Ukraine later 
that month. Some supporters contend she is being held in Russia as a pawn, possibly for a prisoner swap. 
American soccer notable Megan Rapinoe last week said “she’s being held as a political prisoner, obviously.”

However, even after the conflict broke out, Washington and Moscow brokered a prisoner trade in April 
when American Trevor Reed, imprisoned on a conviction of assaulting a police officer, was released in 
exchange for Konstantin Yaroshenko, a Russian convicted in the U.S. of drug smuggling.

The Russian Foreign Ministry last week lashed out at the U.S. contention that Griner is being wrongfully 
detained and said Russian laws should be respected.

“If a U.S. citizen was taken in connection with the fact that she was smuggling drugs, and she does not 
deny this, then this should be commensurate with our Russian local laws, and not with those adopted in 
San Francisco, New York and Washington,” spokeswoman Maria Zakharova said.
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“If drugs are legalized in the United States, in a number of states, and this is done for a long time and 

now the whole country will become drug-addicted, this does not mean that all other countries are follow-
ing the same path,” she added.

Russian media have speculated that Griner could be exchanged for prominent Russian arms trader Viktor 
Bout, who is imprisoned in the United States, and that Paul Whelan, an American imprisoned in Russia for 
espionage, may also figure in an exchange.

U.S. officials have not commented on the prospects for such a trade. Russian officials have said no ex-
change could be discussed until the conclusion of the legal proceedings against Griner. It is unclear how 
long the trial will last, but a court has authorized Griner’s detention until Dec. 20.

Previous trial sessions have included character-witness testimony from the director and captain of the 
Russian team that Griner played for in the off-season, along with written testimony including a doctor’s 
letter saying he had authorized her to use cannabis for pain treatment.

EXPLAINER: Why is a Pelosi visit to Taiwan causing tension?
BEIJING (AP) — China is warning it will respond forcefully if U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi proceeds 

with a visit to Taiwan, the self-governing island democracy it claims as its own territory.
Pelosi is second in line to the presidency and would be the highest ranking U.S. politician to visit Taiwan 

since 1997. China has threatened unspecified “resolute and strong measures” if she goes ahead, which 
analysts say could cause tensions to spike in the Taiwan Strait, considered a major potential Asian powder 
keg.

Here’s a look at what’s happening.
___
WHY DOES PELOSI WANT TO VISIT TAIWAN?
Pelosi has been a staunch critic of China throughout her more than three decades in Congress, once 

unfurling a banner on Beijing’s Tiananmen Square memorializing those killed in the bloody crackdown on 
pro-democracy protesters in 1989. She was also a strong supporter of 2019 pro-democracy protests in 
Hong Kong, making her a target of caustic criticism from Beijing.

Taiwan enjoys strong bipartisan support in Congress, and Pelosi said last week it was “important for us 
to show support for Taiwan.” Taiwan’s President Tsai Ing-wen has defied Beijing’s threats and her admin-
istration has favored core democratic values and liberal policies close to Pelosi’s heart, including same-sex 
marriage and a strong social security net.

___
WHY WOULD THE VISIT CAUSE A RISE IN TENSIONS?
China claims Taiwan as its own territory to be annexed by force if necessary and its military buildup in 

recent years has largely been oriented toward such a mission.
Beijing objects to all official contact between Taipei and Washington, and routinely threatens retalia-

tion. This time, the stakes appear to be higher. China launched military exercises and fired missiles into 
waters near Taiwan in response to a 1995 visit to the U.S. by Taiwan’s then-President Lee Teng-hui, but 
it’s military capabilities have advanced massively since then.

While experts say it’s unlikely China would use force to prevent Pelosi’s U.S. government plane from 
landing in Taipei, its response remains unpredictable. Threatening military drills and incursions by ships 
and planes are considered potential scenarios that would set the entire region on edge.

___
WHY IS THE TIMING SENSITIVE?
President Joe Biden’s administration is keen to keeping America’s crucial but often turbulent and highly 

complex relationship with China on an even keel.
Pelosi had planned to visit in April but postponed after getting COVID-19. She has declined to discuss 

reported plans to travel to Taiwan in coming weeks. That could coincide with China’s celebrations of the 
Aug. 1 anniversary of the founding of the People’s Liberation Army, the military wing of the ruling Com-
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munist Party, and possibly overlap with a planned phone call between Biden and President Xi Jinping.

A more robust Chinese response could also be driven by Xi’s desire to bolster his nationalist credentials 
ahead of a party congress later this year at which he is expected to seek a third five-year term in office. 
Xi’s expansion of his powers into every sphere and his hardline zero-COVID response to the domestic 
epidemic has sowed a degree of resentment and appealing to raw patriotism, particularly over Taiwan, 
might help him fend off criticism.

___
WHAT IS TAIWAN’S ATTITUDE TOWARD A VISIT?
Tsai has been welcoming of all foreign dignitaries, serving and retired, from the U.S., Europe and Asia, 

using such visits as a bulwark against China’s refusal to deal with her government and relentless campaign 
of diplomatic isolation. Still, her rhetoric on such occasions has generally been relatively low-key, reflecting 
her own calm demeanor and possibly a desire not to further antagonize China, which remains a crucial 
economic partner, with around a million Taiwanese residing in mainland China.

The capital Taipei staged a civil defense drill Monday and Tsai on Tuesday attended annual military 
exercises, although there was no direct connection with tensions over a possible Pelosi visit. While the 
Taiwanese public strongly rejects China’s demands for unification, the ability of the island’s military to 
defend against the PLA without U.S. help is highly questionable, so shoring up the armed forces has been 
a hallmark of Tsai’s term in office.

Speaking Tuesday during the exercises, Defense Ministry spokesperson Sun Li-fang said the military was 
monitoring all movements of Chinese warships and aircraft around the island. “At the same time, we have 
the confidence and ability to ensure the security of our country,” Sun said.

Some rugby league players in Australia refuse pride jersey
SYDNEY (AP) — Seven Manly Sea Eagles players have withdrawn from a National Rugby League match 

in Australia because they’re unwilling to wear their club’s inclusion jersey.
The jersey has rainbow stripes and a rainbow collar — in place of the regular white sections — to sup-

port LGBTQ inclusion in sports, and the club plans to use it for one game against Sydney Roosters.
Sea Eagles coach Des Hasler on Tuesday said seven players advised club officials that wearing the pride 

jersey conflicts with their cultural and religious beliefs.
“The players will not play on Thursday and we accept their decision,” Hasler said. “These young men are 

strong in their beliefs and convictions and we will give them the space and support they require.
“The playing group are solid and understanding of each other’s views. As a club we will wear the jersey 

on Thursday night.”
Josh Aloiai, Jason Saab, Christian Tuipulotu, Josh Schuster, Haumole Olakau’atu, Tolu Koula and Toafofoa 

Sipley are not available for selection on Thursday. NRL squads contain 13 starting players and four on the 
interchange bench for each game.

Hasler apologized for the fallout which stemmed from the club’s lack of advance consultation with the 
playing group.

“Our intent was to be caring towards all diverse groups who face inclusion issues daily,” Hasler said. 
“Sadly this poor management has caused significant confusion, discomfort and pain for many people, in 
particular those groups whose human rights we in fact attempting to support.

“We wish to apologize to the LGBTQ community who embrace the rainbow colors, who use these colors 
for pride and advocacy and human rights issues.”

Australian Rugby League Commission chairman Peter V’landys said he understood the players’ choices, 
based on religious and cultural differences, but pushed for inclusion and acceptance in the sport.

“One thing I take pride in with rugby league is we treat everyone the same,” V’landys said. “It doesn’t 
matter your color, sexual orientation or race. We’re all equal.

“We’ll never take a backward step in having our sport inclusive. But at the same time we will not disre-
spect our players’ freedoms.”
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The NRL does not have a designated Pride round, but V’landys said it could be a consideration for future 

seasons.
Andrew Purchas, co-founder of the Pride In Sport program that supports Australian sports clubs in as-

pects of inclusion, acknowledged the apology from the Sea Eagles.
“Conversation, education and building understanding are key to respectfully moving forward on these 

important discussions in our communities,” Purchas said in a statement. “At its most basic, a Pride jersey 
signals a fundamental value: everyone should feel safe to play.

“We strongly support the NRL in its endeavours to continue to uphold values associated with inclusivity, 
safety and belonging, and we would urge all people to think about these as non-controversial values we 
can unify around.”

The Sea Eagles are in ninth place in the NRL, one spot below the Roosters. The top eight teams qualify 
for the playoffs.

Manly was the only club planning to wear a pride jersey in this round.
Former Manly forward Ian Roberts, who in the 1990s was the first high-profile rugby league player to 

come out as gay, said he was not surprised by the players’ decision.
“It hasn’t totally shocked me like it’s shocking everyone else,” he told the Sydney Morning Herald. “As 

an older gay man I’m used to this. I expected there would be some sort of religious pushback.”
The jersey boycott dominated coverage of the NRL after it was reported late Monday by Sydney’s Daily 

Telegraph, with criticism both for the boycott and for the club’s lack of consultation with players.
The newspaper said players were not aware they would be expected to wear the jersey until after it 

was shown to the media.
NRL rules would not allow the seven players to wear an alternate jersey without the rainbow messaging 

because match regulations require all players in a team to wear an identical strip.
The pride jerseys were a hit with fans, with local media reporting the club had sold out of initial stock 

of all men’s and women’s sizes.
Players in other sports previously have refused to wear jerseys with advertising or messages which con-

flict with their beliefs. In 2016, cricketer Fawad Ahmed was allowed to play in a jersey which did not carry 
the logo of the Australian team’s beer sponsor because of his objection to alcohol for religious reasons.

Northwestern US heat wave could have hottest day on Tuesday
By CLAIRE RUSH Associated Press/Report for America
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — The temperatures in Portland, Oregon, could top 100 degrees Fahrenheit (37.8 

Celsius) on Tuesday, making it likely the hottest day of a week-long heat wave for the Pacific Northwest 
region that rarely sees such scorching weather.

Forecasters issued an excessive heat warning for parts of Oregon and Washington state. Temperatures 
could hit the 90s (32 C) in Seattle and 110 F (43.3 Celsius) in eastern parts of Oregon and Washington.

While interior parts of the states often experience high temperatures, those kind of hot blasts do not 
happen nearly as often in Portland and Seattle.

“To have five-day stretches or a weeklong stretch above 90 degrees is very, very rare for the Pacific 
Northwest,” said Vivek Shandas, professor of climate adaptation at Portland State University.

As the northwestern U.S. heats up, scorching temperatures in the Northeast are expected to cool in 
coming days.

Philadelphia hit 99 degrees (37 Celsius) Sunday before factoring in humidity. Newark, New Jersey, had its 
fifth consecutive day of 100 degrees or higher, the longest such streak since records began in 1931. Boston 
also hit 100 degrees, surpassing the previous daily record high of 98 degrees (36.6 Celsius) set in 1933.

Residents and officials in the Northwest have been trying to adjust to the likely reality of longer, hot-
ter heat waves following last summer’s deadly “heat dome” weather phenomenon that prompted record 
temperatures and deaths.

In response, the Portland Housing Bureau that oversees city housing policy will require newly constructed 
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subsidized housing to have air conditioning in the future.

A new Oregon law will require all new housing built after April 2024 to have air conditioning installed in 
at least one room. The law already prohibits landlords in most cases from restricting tenants from install-
ing cooling devices in their rental units.

The measures were in response to the heat wave in late June and early July 2021, when about 800 
people died in Oregon, Washington and British Columbia. The temperature soared to 116 degrees F (46.7 
C) in Portland and smashed heat records in cities and towns across the region. Many of those who died 
were elderly and lived alone.

While temperatures this week are not expected to get that high, the anticipated number of consecutive 
hot days raised concerns among officials.

Portland, Oregon, could top 100 degrees F (37.8 C) on Tuesday and temperatures across wide swaths of 
western Oregon and Washington are predicted to be well above historic averages throughout the week.

“It’s nothing we haven’t seen before in terms of the magnitude, but the duration of the event is fairly 
unusual,” said John Bumgardner, a meteorologist at the National Weather Service office in Portland.

Portland’s Bureau of Emergency Management is opening cooling centers in public buildings and installing 
misting stations in parks. In Seattle, community centers and libraries will serve as cooling stations.

Multnomah County, which includes Portland, will open four overnight emergency cooling shelters starting 
Tuesday where people can spend the night.

Officials hope the outreach efforts will help people facing the greatest heat risks — including older people, 
those living alone, people with disabilities, members of low-income households without air conditioning 
and people without housing.

Jenny Carver, Multnomah County’s Emergency Manager for the Department of County Human Services, 
said her work has focused on “ensuring that these sites are as low-barrier as we can make them.”

“We ask folks to just give a name and we don’t check any identification,” said Carver. “We make as many 
resources available as we can.”

Overnight temperatures in the Pacific Northwest may not go below the 70s, said Treena Jenson, the 
Portland warning coordination meteorologist for the National Weather Service.

“In the urban areas we have the urban heat island effect that tends to keep temperatures warmer a 
little bit longer and can cause more heat impacts,” she said.

102-year-old WWII veteran from segregated mail unit honored
By JAY REEVES Associated Press
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP) — Millions of letters and packages sent to U.S. troops had accumulated in 

warehouses in Europe by the time Allied troops were pushing toward the heart of Hitler’s Germany near 
the end of World War II. This wasn’t junk mail — it was the main link between home and the front in a 
time long before video chats, texting or even routine long-distance phone calls.

The job of clearing out the massive backlog in a military that was still segregated by race fell upon the 
largest all-Black, all-female group to serve in the war, the 6888th Central Postal Directory Battalion. On 
Tuesday, the oldest living member of the unit is being honored.

Romay Davis, 102, will be recognized for her service at an event at Montgomery City Hall. It follows 
President Joe Biden’s decision in March to sign a bill authorizing the Congressional Gold Medal for the unit, 
nicknamed the “Six Triple Eight.”

Davis, in an interview at her home Monday, said the unit was due the recognition, and she’s glad to 
participate on behalf of other members who’ve already passed away.

“I think it’s an exciting event, and it’s something for families to remember,” Davis said. “It isn’t mine, 
just mine. No. It’s everybody’s.”

The medals themselves won’t be ready for months, but leaders decided to go ahead with events for 
Davis and five other surviving members of the 6888th given their advanced age.

Following her five brothers, Davis enlisted in the Army in 1943. After the war the Virginia native married, 
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had a 30-year career in the fashion industry in New York and retired to Alabama. She earned a martial 
arts black belt while in her late 70s and rejoined the workforce to work at a grocery store in Montgomery 
for more than two decades until she was 101.

While smaller groups of African American nurses served in Africa, Australia and England, none matched 
the size or might of the 6888th, according to a unit history compiled by the Pentagon.

Davis’ unit was part of the Women’s Army Corps created by President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1943. 
With racial separation the practice of the time, the corps added African American units the following year 
at the urging of First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt and civil rights leader Mary McLeod Bethune, according to 
the unit history.

More than 800 Black women formed the 6888th, which began sailing for England in February 1945. 
Once there, they were confronted not only by mountains of undelivered mail but by racism and sexism. 
They were denied entry into an American Red Cross club and hotels, according to the history, and a senior 
officer was threatened with being being replaced by a white first lieutenant when some unit members 
missed an inspection.

“Over my dead body, Sir,” replied the unit commander, Maj. Charity Adams. She wasn’t replaced.
Working under the motto of “No Mail, Low Morale,” the women served 24/7 in shifts and developed a 

new tracking system that processed about 65,000 items each shift, allowing them to clear a six-month 
backlog of mail in just three months.

“We all had to be broken in, so to speak, to do what had to be done,” said Davis, who mainly worked 
as a motor pool driver. “The mail situation was in such horrid shape they didn’t think the girls could do it. 
But they proved a point.”

A month after the end of the war in Europe, in June 1945, the group sailed to France to begin working 
on additional piles of mail there. Receiving better treatment from the liberated French than they would 
have under racist Jim Crow regimes at home, members were feted during a victory parade in Rouen and 
invited into private homes for dinner, said Davis.

“I didn’t find any Europeans against us. They were glad to have us,” she said.
The 6888th previously was honored with a monument that was dedicated in 2018 at Buffalo Soldier 

Military Park at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. But immediately after the war, members returned home to a 
U.S. society that was still years away from the start of the modern civil rights movement with the Mont-
gomery Bus Boycott in 1955.

U.S. Sen. Jerry Moran of Kansas helped shepherd the bill to present the Congressional Gold Medal to 
the members of the unit.

“Though the odds were set against them, the women of the Six Triple Eight processed millions of letters 
and packages during their deployment in Europe, helping connect WWII soldiers with their loved ones 
back home, like my father and mother,” Moran said in a statement earlier this year.

Gunman slain after rampage kills 2, hurts 2 near Vancouver
By JIM MORRIS Associated Press
VANCOUVER, British Columbia (AP) — The shaken residents of a Vancouver suburb are recovering from 

a gunman’s hours-long overnight rampage that killed two people and wounded two more before he was 
shot to death by police.

Authorities initially had said it appeared the attacker was targeting homeless people before dawn Mon-
day, but later said the motive was under investigation. Shootings were reported at a homeless center but 
also at other sites.

Evidence of the blitz was scattered around Langley, including an overturned bicycle spilling personal 
possessions onto a street and a shopping cart with someone’s belongings.

Officials said a woman was critically wounded in the first shooting, at midnight at a casino. A man was 
shot to death at 3 a.m. at a residential complex that provides support for people transitioning out of hom-
lessness. At 5 a.m., the third shooting killed a second man at a bus stop. Then another man was shot in 
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the leg near a highway bypass at 5:45 a.m.

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police said an emergency response team confronted the gunman far from 
the fourth attack. Officers fatally shot him, said Ghalib Bhayani, an RCMP superintendent.

Police identified the suspect as Jordan Daniel Goggin, 28, of Surrey, British Columbia.
Authorities said they were working to determine the motive behind the attack. It was not known if the 

shooter and his victims were acquainted, Bhayani said.
He told reporters that the suspect’s death would be subject to an investigation by the Independent 

Investigations Office of British Columbia, a civilian-led police oversight agency.
The shootings roiled Langley, a town of 29,000 people about 30 miles (48 kilometers) southeast of 

Vancouver. The town features a variety of shops and restaurants and almost 350 acres (142 hectares) of 
parks. Many residents moved there for its less expensive housing and commute to Vancouver, the largest 
city in the province of British Columbia.

Most of the shootings were in downtown Langley. One was in neighboring Langley Township.
After the shooting began, ambulances and police vehicles converged at a mall. The area was cordoned 

off with yellow police tape and a major intersection was closed. A black tent was set up over one of the 
crime scenes.

An unmarked police SUV at one of the shooting scenes, near a bus depot, had at least seven bullet holes 
in the windshield and one through the driver’s window.

Mass shootings are less common in Canada than in the United States. The deadliest gun rampage in 
Canadian history happened in 2020 when a man disguised as a police officer shot people in their homes 
and set fires across the province of Nova Scotia, killing 22 people.

The country had overhauled its gun-control laws after an attacker killed 14 women and himself in 1989 
at Montreal’s Ecole Polytechnique college.

It is now illegal to possess an unregistered handgun or any kind of rapid-fire weapon in Canada. To pur-
chase a weapon, the country also requires training, a personal risk assessment, two references, spousal 
notification and criminal record checks.

‘The money is gone’: Evacuated Ukrainians forced to return
By CARA ANNA Associated Press
POKROVSK, Ukraine (AP) — The missile’s impact flung the young woman against the fence so hard it 

splintered. Her mother found her dying on the bench beneath the pear tree where she’d enjoyed the 
afternoon. By the time her father arrived, she was gone.

Anna Protsenko was killed two days after returning home. The 35-year-old had done what authorities 
wanted: She evacuated eastern Ukraine’s Donetsk region as Russian forces move closer. But starting a 
new life elsewhere had been uncomfortable and expensive.

Like Protsenko, tens of thousands of people have returned to rural or industrial communities close to the 
region’s front line at considerable risk because they can’t afford to live in safer places.

Protsenko had tried it for two months, then came home to take a job in the small city of Pokrovsk. On 
Monday, friends and family caressed her face and wept before her casket was hammered shut beside her 
grave.

“We cannot win. They don’t hire us elsewhere and you still have to pay rent,” said a friend and neighbor, 
Anastasia Rusanova. There’s nowhere to go, she said, but here in the Donetsk region, “everything is ours.”

The Pokrovsk mayor’s office estimated that 70% of those who evacuated have come home. In the larger 
city of Kramatorsk, an hour’s drive closer to the front line, officials said the population had dropped to about 
50,000 from the normal 220,000 in the weeks following Russia’s invasion but has since risen to 68,000.

It’s frustrating for Ukrainian authorities as some civilians remain in the path of war, but residents of 
the Donetsk region are frustrated, too. Some described feeling unwelcome as Russian speakers among 
Ukrainian speakers in some parts of the country.

But more often, lack of money was the problem. In Kramatorsk, some people in line waiting for boxes 
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of humanitarian aid said they were too poor to evacuate at all. The Donetsk region and its economy have 
been dragged down by conflict since 2014, when Russian-backed separatists began fighting Ukraine’s 
government.

“Who will take care of us?” asked Karina Smulska, who returned to Pokrovsk a month after evacuating. 
Now, at age 18, she is her family’s main money-earner as a waitress.

Volunteers have been driving around the Donetsk region for months since Russia’s invasion helping 
vulnerable people evacuate, but such efforts can end quietly in failure.

In a dank home in the village of Malotaranivka on the outskirts of Kramatorsk, speckled twists of flypaper 
hung from the living room ceiling. Pieces of cloth were stuffed into window cracks to keep out the draft.

Tamara Markova, 82, and her son Mykola Riaskov said they spent only five days as evacuees in the 
central city of Dnipro this month before deciding to take their chances back home.

“We would have been separated,” Markova said.
The temporary shelter where they stayed said she would be moved to a nursing home and her son, his 

left side immobilized after a stroke, would go to a home for the disabled. They found that unacceptable. 
In their hurry to leave, they left his wheelchair behind. It was too big to take on the bus.

Now they make do. If the air raid siren sounds, Markova goes to shelter with neighbors “until the bombing 
stops.” Humanitarian aid is delivered once a month. Markova calls it good enough. When winter comes, 
the neighbors will cover their windows with plastic film for basic insulation and clean the fireplace of soot. 
Maybe they’ll have gas for heat, maybe not.

“It was much easier under the Soviet Union,” she said of their lack of support from the state, but she 
was even unhappier with Russian President Vladimir Putin and what his soldiers are doing to the com-
munities around her.

“He’s old,” she said of Putin. “He has to be retired.”
Homesickness and uncertainty also drive returns. A daily evacuation train leaves Pokrovsk for relatively 

safer western Ukraine, but another train also arrives daily with people who have decided to come home. 
While the evacuation train is free, the return one is not.

Oksana Tserkovnyi took the train home with her 10-year-old daughter two days after the deadly attack 
on July 15 in Dnipro, where they had stayed for more than two months. While the attack was the spark 
to return, Tserkovnyi had found it difficult to find work. Now she plans to return to her previous job in a 
coal mine.

Costs in Dnipro, already full of evacuees, were another concern. “We stayed with relatives, but if we 
needed to rent it would have been a lot more,” Tserkovnyi said. “It starts at 6,000 hryvnia ($200) a month 
for a studio, and you won’t be able to find it.”

Taxi drivers who wait in Pokrovsk for the arriving train said many people give up on trying to resettle 
elsewhere.

“Half my work for sure is taking these people,” said one driver, Vitalii Anikieiev. “Because the money is 
gone.”

In mid-July, he said, he picked up a woman who was coming home from Poland after feeling out of place 
there. When they reached her village near the front line, there was a crater where her house had been.

“She cried,” Anikieiev said. “But she decided to stay.”

Judge: Georgia probe prosecutor can’t question state senator
By KATE BRUMBACK Associated Press
ATLANTA (AP) — The prosecutor who’s investigating whether former President Donald Trump and his 

allies illegally tried to interfere in the 2020 election in Georgia cannot question a lawmaker who signed a 
certificate falsely stating that Trump won the state, a judge ruled Monday.

Superior Court Judge Robert McBurney agreed with Republican state Sen. Burt Jones that Fulton County 
District Attorney Fani Willis had a conflict of interest because she hosted a fundraiser last month for Jones’ 
Democratic opponent in November’s election for lieutenant governor. McBurney said during a hearing last 
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week that Willis’ decision to host the fundraiser was “a ‘What are you thinking?’” moment with “horrible” 
optics.

Willis can still ask other witnesses about Jones, the judge said, but will not be able to bring charges 
against him. It is now up to the Prosecuting Attorneys’ Council of Georgia, a nonpartisan association of 
Georgia district attorneys, to appoint another prosecutor to determine whether any charges should be 
brought against Jones, one of 16 Georgia Republicans who signed the certificate falsely asserting Trump 
won the state and claimed to be the state’s “duly elected and qualified” electors, McBurney wrote.

“Today’s ruling is a huge win for our campaign — but more importantly, for due process and the rule of 
law in Georgia,” Jones said in an emailed statement.

Willis’ office was still reviewing the order and didn’t have an immediate comment, spokesperson Jeff 
DiSantis said.

The judge’s decision disqualifying Willis from questioning Jones likely has no real bearing on the future 
of Willis’ overarching investigation into what she has called “a multi-state, coordinated plan” by Trump’s 
campaign to influence the results of the 2020 election. But it served as a rebuke of Willis and provided 
ammunition to her critics who have accused her of pursuing a politically motivated case.

A number of high-ranking state officials have already been questioned before the special grand jury 
investigating the case. Willis is also seeking to compel testimony from some close Trump associates, includ-
ing U.S. Sen. Lindsey Graham of South Carolina, as well as state lawmakers and the 15 other Republicans 
who served as fake electors. Rudy Giuliani, the Trump attorney and former New York mayor, has been 
ordered to testify next month.

In other developments in the case Monday, a federal judge in Georgia said she would not quash a sub-
poena to compel testimony from U.S. Rep. Jody Hice, who was among the GOP lawmakers who attended 
a December 2020 meeting at the White House in which Trump allies discussed various ways to overturn 
Joe Biden’s victory.

And Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp, a Republican, was scheduled to appear at Willis’ office on Monday to re-
cord video testimony to be shown to the special grand jury. In early December 2020, Trump called Kemp 
and urged him to order a special legislative session to appoint electors who would vote for Trump. Kemp 
has said Trump also asked him to order an audit of signatures on absentee ballot envelopes.

Meanwhile, speaking at a news conference Monday in Greenville, South Carolina, Graham said he would 
continue to fight efforts to subpoena him in the investigation. Willis has indicated she wants to question 
him about phone calls he made to the Georgia secretary of state.

“I think this is a constitutional overreach, and I’m confident the courts will take care of it,” Graham said.
In ruling for Jones on Monday, McBurney said that Willis was within her rights to host the fundraiser but 

that her decision “has consequences.”
“She has bestowed her office’s imprimatur upon Senator Jones’s opponent. And since then, she has pub-

licly (in her pleadings) labeled Senator Jones a ‘target’ of the grand jury’s investigation,” the judge wrote. 
“This scenario creates a plain — and actual and untenable — conflict. Any decision the District Attorney 
makes about Senator Jones in connection with the grand jury investigation is necessarily infected by it.”

The order says Willis and her team cannot subpoena Jones or seek to obtain any records from him, may 
not publicly categorize him as a subject or target of the special grand jury’s investigation and may not ask 
the special grand jury to include any recommendations about him in its final report.

Pete Skandalakis, executive director of the Prosecuting Attorneys’ Council, said that since the special 
grand jury can’t issue criminal indictments it may be premature to appoint another prosecutor to handle 
the matter. His office is reviewing the order and case law and will make a decision at the appropriate 
time, he said in a statement.

McBurney denied a request from 11 of the other people who signed the false electoral certificate to 
disqualify Willis from matters regarding them and also declined to quash subpoenas for them.

In Hice’s failed bid to avoid testifying, he argued that any actions he took to investigate “alleged irregu-
larities” in the election were within his authority as a member of Congress and are shielded by the U.S. 
Constitution from any legal proceedings and inquiry. He also cited a doctrine that excludes high-ranking 
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officials from having to testify.

The judge in his case, U.S. District Judge Leigh Martin May, said she would send the matter back to 
Fulton County Superior Court and instruct the parties to come up with a process to handle objections by 
Hice on the basis of those federal principles. If disagreements arise that they can’t settle, Hice can bring 
the federal issues back to her to settle, she said.

Hice will leave office in January after an unsuccessful campaign, backed by Trump, to unseat Secretary 
of State Brad Raffensperger, who rejected the then-president’s entreaties to “find” 11,870 votes — enough 
to beat Biden in Georgia by one vote.

___

AP source: Top aide to Pence testifies before 1/6 grand jury
By ERIC TUCKER Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — The former chief of staff to former Vice President Mike Pence has testified before 

a federal grand jury investigating the Jan. 6, 2021, assault on the U.S. Capitol, a person familiar with the 
matter said Monday.

Marc Short, a close aide to Pence, was at the Capitol on the day of the siege and was with the vice 
president as he fled his post presiding over the Senate and hid from rioters who had stormed the building 
and called for his hanging.

Short appeared before the grand jury after receiving a subpoena to do so, according to the person, 
who insisted on anonymity to discuss an ongoing investigation. The appearance was first reported by ABC 
News, which said it took place last week. A spokesman for the U.S. attorney’s office did not immediately 
return a phone message and email seeking comment Monday.

On CNN Monday evening, Short confirmed the appearance, saying, “I did receive a subpoena for the 
federal grand jury and I complied with that subpoena.”

He said it was his “only appearance before the grand jury” but declined to speak further about the 
questioning.

It was not immediately clear what Short was asked during his grand jury appearance, but the Justice 
Department has been investigating wide-ranging efforts by allies of former President Donald Trump to 
undo the results of the 2020 presidential election, including through the creation of slates of fake electors 
in battleground states intended to subvert the vote count.

Attorney General Merrick Garland told reporters last week that “no person is above the law” and de-
scribed the investigation into the attack on the Capitol as the most important and most sweeping probe 
in the Justice Department’s history.

Short has also cooperated in a separate House committee investigation of the insurrection.
In video testimony played at one of the panel’s hearings last month, Short recalled that Pence had com-

municated to Trump “many times” that he did not agree with efforts to get him to overturn the election 
results, including by rejecting electors or by simply declaring Trump the winner.

US to plant 1 billion trees as climate change kills forests
By MATTHEW BROWN Associated Press
BILLINGS, Mont. (AP) — The Biden administration on Monday said the government will plant more than 

one billion trees across millions of acres of burned and dead woodlands in the U.S. West, as officials 
struggle to counter the increasing toll on the nation’s forests from wildfires, insects and other manifesta-
tions of climate change.

Destructive fires in recent years that burned too hot for forests to regrow naturally have far outpaced 
the government’s capacity to plant new trees. That has created a backlog of 4.1 million acres (1.7 million 
hectares) in need of replanting, officials said.

The U.S. Agriculture Department said it will have to quadruple the number of tree seedlings produced 
by nurseries to get through the backlog and meet future needs. That comes after Congress last year 
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passed bipartisan legislation directing the Forest Service to plant 1.2 billion trees over the next decade 
and after President Joe Biden in April ordered the agency to make the nation’s forests more resilient as 
the globe gets hotter.

Much of the administration’s broader agenda to tackle climate change remains stalled amid disagree-
ment in Congress, where Democrats hold a razor-thin majority. That has left officials to pursue a more 
piecemeal approach with incremental measures such as Monday’s announcement, while the administration 
considers whether to declare a climate emergency that could open the door to more aggressive executive 
branch actions.

To erase the backlog of decimated forest acreage, the Forest Service plans over the next couple years 
to scale up work from about 60,000 acres (24,000 hectares) replanted last year to about 400,000 acres 
(162,000 hectares) annually, officials said. Most of the work will be in western states where wildfires now 
occur year round and the need is most pressing, said David Lytle, the agency’s director of forest manage-
ment.

Blazes have charred 5.6 million acres so far in the U.S. this year, putting 2022 on track to match or exceed 
the record-setting 2015 fire season, when 10.1 million acres (4.1 million hectares) burned.

Many forests regenerate naturally after fires, but if the blazes get too intense they can leave behind 
barren landscapes that linger for decades before trees come back.

“Our forests, rural communities, agriculture and economy are connected across a shared landscape and 
their existence is at stake,” Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack said in a statement announcing the refor-
estation plan. “Only through bold, climate-smart actions ... can we ensure their future.”

The Forest Service this year is spending more than $100 million on reforestation work. Spending is 
expected to further increase in coming years, to as much as $260 million annually, under the sweeping 
federal infrastructure bill approved last year, agency officials said.

Some timber industry supporters were critical of last year’s reforesting legislation as insufficient to turn 
the tide on the scale of the wildfire problem. They want more aggressive logging to thin stands that have 
become overgrown from years of suppressing fires.

To prevent replanted areas from becoming similarly overgrown, practices are changing so reforested 
stands are less dense with trees and therefore less fire prone, said Joe Fargione, science director for North 
America at the Nature Conservancy.

But challenges to the Forest Service’s goal remain, from finding enough seeds to hiring enough workers 
to plant them, Fargione said.

Many seedlings will die before reaching maturity due to drought and insects, both of which can be ex-
acerbated by climate change.

“You’ve got to be smart about where you plant,” Fargione said. “There are some places that the climate 
has already changed enough that it makes the probability of successfully reestablishing trees pretty low.”

Living trees are a major “sink” for carbon dioxide that’s driving climate change when it enters the at-
mosphere, Fargione said. That means replacing those that die is important to keep climate change from 
getting even worse.

Congress in 1980 created a reforestation trust that had previously capped funding — which came from 
tariffs on timber products — at $30 million annually. That was enough money when the most significant 
need for reforestation came from logging, but became insufficient as the number of large, high intensity 
fires increased, officials said.

Insects, disease and timber harvests also contribute to the amount of land that needs reforestation 
work, but the vast majority comes from fires. In the past five years alone more than 5 million acres were 
severely burned.

Co-defendant in Central Park jogger case is exonerated
By TOM HAYS Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — A co-defendant of the so-called Central Park Five, whose convictions in a notorious 
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1989 rape of a jogger were thrown out more than a decade later, had his conviction on a related charge 
overturned Monday.

Steven Lopez was exonerated in response to requests by both Lopez’s attorney and prosecutors at a 
court hearing in Manhattan.

Lopez was 15 when he was arrested along with five other Black and Latino teenagers in the rape and 
assault on Trisha Meili but reached a deal with prosecutors to plead guilty to the lesser charge that he 
and several others mugged a male jogger on the same night.

District Attorney Alvin Bragg told a judge Monday that a review of the case found that Lopez had pleaded 
guilty involuntarily “in the face of false statements” and under “immense external pressure.” He served 
more than three years behind bars before being released in the early 1990s.

Lopez, now 48, didn’t give a statement in court and left without speaking to reporters.
“Mr. Lopez is looking for privacy at this time,” said his lawyer, Eric Shapiro Renfroe.
During the hearing, the defense attorney told his client: “I believe what happened to you was a profound 

injustice and an American tragedy. ... I’m happy to be here today with DA Bragg so we can give you your 
name back.”

The brutal assault on Meili, a 28-year-old white investment banker who was in a coma for 12 days after 
the attack, was considered emblematic of New York City’s lawlessness in an era when the city recorded 
2,000 murders a year.

Her assault happened on a night when several other people had been attacked in the park by groups 
of youths.

Five teenagers were convicted in the attack on Meili and served six to 13 years in prison. Their convic-
tions were thrown out in 2002 after evidence linked a convicted serial rapist and murderer, Matias Reyes, 
to the attack. Reyes told investigators he alone had been responsible for Meili’s assault.

Prosecutors who reviewed the case had concluded the teenagers’ confessions, made after hours of 
interrogations, were deeply flawed.

“A comparison of the statements reveals troubling discrepancies,” they wrote in court papers at the time. 
“The accounts given by the five defendants differed from one another on the specific details of virtually 
every major aspect of the crime.”

Prosecutors said on Monday that statements implicating Lopez in the violence that night also were un-
reliable.

Other individuals who linked Lopez to the attacks on the male and female joggers later recanted their 
allegations in their civil depositions, prosecutors wrote in court papers. The male jogger never identified 
Lopez as one of the assailants, the papers add.

The Central Park Five, now sometimes known as the “Exonerated Five,” went on to win a $40 million 
settlement from the city and inspire books, movies and television shows.

Lopez has not received a settlement, and his case has been nearly forgotten in the years since he 
pleaded guilty to robbery in 1991 to avoid the more serious rape charge. His expected exoneration was 
first reported in The New York Times.

The Associated Press does not usually identify victims of sexual assault, but Meili went public in 2003 
and published a book titled “I Am the Central Park Jogger.”

___

David Trimble, architect of N Ireland peace deal, dies at 77
By SYLVIA HUI and JILL LAWLESS Associated Press
LONDON (AP) — David Trimble, a former Northern Ireland first minister who won the Nobel Peace Prize 

for playing a key role in helping end Northern Ireland’s decades of violence, has died, the Ulster Unionist 
Party said Monday. He was 77.

The party said in a statement on behalf of the Trimble family that the unionist politician died earlier 
Monday “following a short illness.”

Trimble, who led the UUP from 1995 to 2005, was a key architect of the 1998 Good Friday Agreement 
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that ended three decades of violent conflict in Northern Ireland known as “The Troubles.”

Keir Starmer, leader of Britain’s opposition Labour Party, called Trimble “a towering figure of Northern 
Ireland and British politics” in a tweet Monday. Current UUP leader Doug Beattie praised Trimble as “man 
of courage and vision,” a tribute echoed by leaders from across the political divide.

The UUP was Northern Ireland’s largest Protestant unionist party when, led by Trimble, it agreed to the 
Good Friday peace accord.

Although a hardliner unionist when he was younger, Trimble became a politician whose efforts in com-
promise became pivotal in bringing together unionists and nationalists in Northern Ireland’s new power-
sharing government.

Like most Protestant politicians at the time, Trimble initially opposed efforts to share power with Catho-
lics as something that would jeopardize Northern Ireland’s union with Britain. He at first refused to speak 
directly with Gerry Adams, leader of Sinn Fein, the political wing of the Irish Republican Army.

He ultimately relented and in 1997 became the first unionist leader to negotiate with Sinn Fein.
Former British Prime Minister John Major said Trimble’s “brave and principled change of policy” was criti-

cal to peace in Northern Ireland.
“He thoroughly merits an honorable place amongst peacemakers,” Major said.
The peace talks began formally in 1998 and was overseen by neutral figures like former U.S. Sen. George 

Mitchell. The outcomes were overwhelmingly ratified by public referendums in both parts of Ireland.
Trimble shared the 1998 Nobel Peace Prize with Catholic moderate leader John Hume, head of the Social 

Democratic and Labour Party, for their work.
Trimble was elected first minister in Northern Ireland’s first power-sharing government the same year, 

with the SDLP’s Seamus Mallon as deputy first minister.
But both the UUP and the SDLP soon saw themselves eclipsed by more hardline parties -- the Demo-

cratic Unionist Party and Sinn Fein. Many in Northern Ireland grew tired of Trimble and his colleagues, 
who appeared to be too moderate and compromising.

Trimble struggled to keep his party together as the power-sharing government was rocked by disagree-
ments over disarming the IRA and other paramilitary groups. Senior colleagues defected to the DUP, Trimble 
lost his seat in Britain’s Parliament in 2005 and soon after he resigned as party leader. The following year 
he was appointed to the upper chamber of Parliament, the House of Lords.

Northern Ireland power-sharing has gone through many crises since then — but the peace settlement 
has largely endured.

“The Good Friday Agreement is something which everybody in Northern Ireland has been able to agree 
with,” Trimble said earlier this year. “It doesn’t mean they agree with everything. There are aspects which 
some people thought were a mistake, but the basic thing is that this was agreed.”

William David Trimble was born in Belfast on Oct. 15, 1944, and was educated at Queen’s University, 
Belfast.

He had an academic career in law before entering politics in the early 1970s, when he became involved 
in the hardline Vanguard Party. He surprised many when he won the leadership of the UUP in 1995.

Trimble was not always a popular leader, and his negotiations toward the peace accord attracted criti-
cism from elements of his party.

“David faced huge challenges when he led the Ulster Unionist Party in the Good Friday Agreement 
negotiations and persuaded his party to sign on for it,” Adams said Monday in a statement. “It is to his 
credit that he supported that Agreement. I thank him for that.”

“While we held fundamentally different political opinions on the way forward nonetheless I believe he 
was committed to making the peace process work,” Adams continued. “David’s contribution to the Good 
Friday Agreement and to the quarter century of relative peace that followed cannot be underestimated.”

Trimble is survived by his wife Daphne and children Richard, Victoria, Nicholas and Sarah.

Ex-US congressman among 9 charged in insider trading cases
By LARRY NEUMEISTER Associated Press
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NEW YORK (AP) — A former U.S. congressman from Indiana, technology company executives, a man 

training to be an FBI agent, and an investment banker were among nine people charged in four separate 
and unrelated insider trading schemes revealed on Monday with the unsealing of indictments in New York 
City.

It was one of the most significant attacks by law enforcement on insider trading in a decade, and a 
prosecutor and other federal officials pledged fresh enthusiasm for similar prosecutions in the future. They 
said the cheating resulted in millions of dollars of illegal profits for defendants situated on both coasts and 
in middle America.

Stephen Buyer was accused in court papers of engaging in insider trading during the $26.5 billion merger 
of T-Mobile and Sprint, announced in April 2018. An indictment identified him as someone who misap-
propriated secrets he learned as a consultant to make $350,000 illegally.

Buyer, 63, of Noblesville, Indiana, was arrested Monday in his home state. He served on committees with 
oversight over the telecommunications industry while a Republican congressman from 1993 through 2011.

He was described as making purchases of Sprint securities in March 2018 just a day after attending a 
golf outing with a T-Mobile executive who told him about the company’s then-nonpublic plan to acquire 
Sprint, according to a civil case brought against Buyer by the Securities and Exchange Commission in a 
federal court in Manhattan.

Authorities said he also engaged in illegal trading in 2019 ahead of Navigant Consulting Inc.’s acquisition 
by consulting and advisory firm Guidehouse. Documents said he leveraged his work as a consultant and 
lobbyist to make illegal profits.

His lawyer, Andrew Goldstein, said in a statement: “Congressman Buyer is innocent. His stock trades 
were lawful. He looks forward to being quickly vindicated.”

U.S. Attorney Damian Williams told a news conference that the cases, in addition to several other recently 
announced crackdowns on insider trading, represent a follow-through on his pledge to be “relentless in 
rooting out crime in our financial markets.”

“We have zero tolerance, zero tolerance for cheating in our markets,” said Gurbir S. Grewal, director of 
the SEC Enforcement Division.

“When insiders like Buyer — an attorney, a former prosecutor, and a retired Congressman — monetize 
their access to material, nonpublic information, as alleged in this case, they not only violate the federal 
securities laws, but also undermine public trust and confidence in the fairness of our markets,” Grewal said.

In a second prosecution, three executives at Silicon Valley technology companies were charged with 
trading on inside information about corporate mergers that one of them learned about from his employer.

An indictment accused Amit Bhardwaj, 49, of San Ramon, California, who was the chief information se-
curity officer of Lumentum Holdings Inc., of using secrets to trade illegally and then giving the information 
to criminal associates, including four friends. The SEC said Bhardwaj and his friends generated more than 
$5.2 million in illicit profits by trading ahead of two corporate acquisition announcements.

A lawyer for Bhardwaj did not immediately return messages seeking comment.
In a third case, Seth Markin, of Washington Crossing, Pennsylvania — a man who was training to be 

an FBI agent — allegedly stole inside information from his then-girlfriend who was working at a major 
Washington D.C. law firm. According to court papers, he and a friend made more than $1.4 million in il-
legal profits after he learned that Merck & Co. was going to acquire Pandion Therapeutics. It was unclear 
who would represent Markin in court.

In a fourth indictment, an investment banker based in New York was charged with sharing secrets about 
potential mergers with another person, on the understanding that the pair would share illegal profits of 
about $280,000.

Authorities said seven of the nine defendants were arrested Monday while two were arrested previously.

Is $810 million worth a $2 Mega Millions ticket? It depends
By SCOTT McFETRIDGE Associated Press
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DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — Is $810 million worth $2?
That’s a good question, given it costs $2 to buy a Mega Millions lottery ticket that could pay off with 

an estimated $810 million prize — the nation’s fourth-largest jackpot — after the game’s next drawing 
Tuesday night.

ISN’T IT AN OBVIOUS QUESTION?
Not really.
To start with, your chance of winning the grand prize is minuscule, at one in 302.5 million. You have 

better odds of a smaller payoff, such as winning $1 million for matching five regular numbers but missing 
the Mega Ball. But even that is one in 12.6 million. To put that in perspective, your chance of dying in a 
car crash — something to consider as you drive to the mini-mart for a lottery ticket — is around one in 
101 over a lifetime, according to the nonprofit National Safety Council.

As lottery officials note, players should think of their $2 bet as a chance to dream while accepting the 
reality they likely won’t be entering a new income tax bracket Tuesday night.

STILL, A SHOT AT $810 MILLION SEEMS WORTH $2
Ah, but even if you somehow beat the odds you are not going to get $810 million.
First, that’s the amount for winners who take the annuity option, paid over 30 annual payments. But 

winners nearly always opt for cash, which for this drawing would pay out an estimated $470.1 million.
And then there are federal taxes, which will slice 37% off that cash prize, so that would leave less than 

$300 million, though state taxes could cut into that amount as well, depending on where the winner lives. 
Still a fortune, but a smaller fortune. That also doesn’t account for the possibility that someone else will 
match the winning numbers, meaning they would need to divide even those smaller winnings in half or 
more, depending on the number of lucky players.

NEARLY $300 MILLION ISN’T CHUMP CHANGE
It is definitely a big paycheck.
To put that in perspective, consider that the median U.S. household income in 2020 was $67,500, mean-

ing a lifetime of work at that rate would be less than 1% of even the smaller jackpot after taxes.
But sadly, if you had won that same prize a year ago, before the nation endured a year with an inflation 

rate of about 9%, your buying power would have been significantly higher.
BUT SOMEONE WILL WIN
Eventually, though the reason the grand prize has grown so large is because no one has matched all six 

numbers since April. That’s 28 consecutive drawings without someone hitting the jackpot.
With so many people playing now that the potential top prize is so large, it becomes increasingly likely 

that someone or multiple players will finally end that streak. Still, past prizes have grown larger, as the 
biggest payday was a $1.586 billion Powerball jackpot won in 2016.

Mega Millions is played in 45 states as well as Washington, D.C., and the U.S. Virgin Islands. The game 
is overseen by state lottery officials.

SO, IS IT WORTH GAMBLING $2
If you have fun dreaming of a massive windfall that most likely won’t actually blow your way, buy a ticket. 

But if you need to watch your money, consider keeping the $2 in your wallet.

‘Goodfellas,’ ‘Law & Order’ actor Paul Sorvino dies at 83
By LINDSEY BAHR AP Film Writer
Paul Sorvino, an imposing actor who specialized in playing crooks and cops like Paulie Cicero in “Goodfel-

las” and the NYPD sergeant Phil Cerreta on “Law & Order,” has died. He was 83.
His publicist Roger Neal said he died Monday morning of natural causes at the Mayo Clinic in Jacksonville, 

Florida. Sorvino had dealt with health issues over the past few years.
Mira Sorvino, his daughter, wrote a tribute on Twitter: “My father the great Paul Sorvino has passed. 

My heart is rent asunder- a life of love and joy and wisdom with him is over. He was the most wonderful 
father. I love him so much. I’m sending you love in the stars, Dad, as you ascend.”
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Many responded to Mira Sorvino’s tweet with condolences and sympathy. Jane Lynch wrote, “Your fa-

ther sang ‘Danny Boy’ for my Aunt Marge at The Chicago Film Critics Awards in 2012. We all cried.” Rob 
Reiner, who appeared in one of his father’s films with Sorvino, said he was sending love. Lorraine Bracco 
tweeted two broken heart emojis.

In his over 50 years in the entertainment business, Sorvino was a mainstay in films and television, play-
ing an Italian American communist in Warren Beatty’s “Reds,” Henry Kissinger in Oliver Stone’s “Nixon” 
and mob boss Eddie Valentine in “The Rocketeer.” He would often say that while he might be best known 
for playing gangsters (and his very good system for slicing garlic) his real passions were poetry, painting 
and opera.

Born in Brooklyn in 1939 to a mother who taught piano and father who was a foreman in a robe fac-
tory, Sorvino was musically inclined from a young age and attended the American Musical and Dramatic 
Academy in New York where he fell for the theater. He made his Broadway debut in 1964 in “Bajour” and 
his film debut in Carl Reiner’s “Where’s Poppa?” in 1970.

With his 6-foot-4-inch stature, Sorvino made an impactful presence no matter the medium. In the 1970s, 
he acted alongside Al Pacino in “The Panic in Needle Park” and with James Caan in “The Gambler,” reteamed 
with Reiner in “Oh, God!” and was among the ensemble in William Friedkin’s bank robbery comedy “The 
Brink’s Job.” In John G. Avildsen’s “Rocky” follow-up “Slow Dancing in the Big City,” Sorvino got to play a 
romantic lead and use his dance training opposite professional ballerina Anne Ditchburn.

He was especially prolific in the 1990s, kicking off the decade playing Lips in Beatty’s “Dick Tracy” and 
Paul Cicero in Martin Scorsese’s “Goodfellas,” who was based on the real-life mobster Paul Vario, and 
31 episodes on Dick Wolf’s “Law & Order.” He followed those with roles in “The Rocketeer,” “The Firm,” 
“Nixon,” which got him a Screen Actors Guild Award nomination, and Baz Luhrmann’s “Romeo + Juliet” as 
Juliet’s father, Fulgencio Capulet. Beatty would turn to Sorvino often, enlisting him again for his political 
satire “Bulworth,” which came out in 1998, and his 2016 Hollywood love letter “Rules Don’t Apply.”

Sorvino had three children from his first marriage, including Academy Award-winning actor Mira Sor-
vino. He also directed and starred in a film written by his daughter Amanda Sorvino and featuring his son 
Michael Sorvino.

When he learned that Mira Sorvino had been among the women allegedly sexually harassed and black-
listed by Harvey Weinstein in the midst of the #MeToo reckoning, he told TMZ that if he had known, 
Weinstein, “Would not be walking. He’d be in a wheelchair.”

He was proud of his daughter and cried when she won the best supporting actress Oscar for “Mighty 
Aphrodite” in 1996. He told the Los Angeles Times that night that he didn’t have the words to express 
how he felt.

“They don’t exist in any language that I’ve ever heard — well, maybe Italian,” he said.
But he wanted to be seen for more than what he was on screen and took particular pride in his singing. 

In 1996, “Paul Sorvino: An Evening of Song” was broadcast on television as a part of a PBS fundraising 
campaign. Songs performed included “Torna A Sorriento,” “Guaglione,” “O Sole Mio,” “The Impossible 
Dream” and “Mama.”

“I’m a pop singer in the sense Mario Lanza was,” Sorvino said in an interview the Tampa Tribune. “It 
astonishes me that no American male singer sings with a full voice anymore. Where have all the tenors 
gone?”

The weight of his voice, he thought, made it difficult to train.
“It’s like trying to park a bus in a VW parking space,” he said.
He also ran a horse rescue in Pennsylvania, had a grocery store pasta sauce line based on his mother’s 

recipe, and sculpted a bronze statue of the late playwright Jason Miller that resides in Scranton, Penn-
sylvania. Sorvino had starred in Miller’s Tony- and Pulitzer-winning play “That Championship Season” on 
Broadway in 1972, which also got him a Tony nomination, and its film adaptation.

In 2014, he married political pundit Dee Dee Benkie and said that a goal of his later life was to “disabuse 
people of the notion that I’m a slow-moving, heavy-lidded thug.”
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“Our hearts are broken, there will never be another Paul Sorvino, he was the love of my life, and one 

of the greatest performers to ever grace the screen and stage,” his wife said in a statement. She was by 
his side when he died.

As with most who starred in “Goodfellas,” the image would follow him for the rest of his life which he 
had complex feelings about.

‘Most people think I’m either a gangster or a cop or something,” he said. “The reality is I’m a sculptor, 
a painter, a best-selling author, many, many things — a poet, an opera singer, but none of them is gang-
ster.... It would be nice to have my legacy more than that of just tough guy.”

Russia says it wants to end Ukraine’s `unacceptable regime’
By SUSIE BLANN Associated Press
KYIV, Ukraine (AP) — Russia’s top diplomat said Moscow’s overarching goal in Ukraine is to free its people 

from its “unacceptable regime,” expressing the Kremlin’s war aims in some of the bluntest terms yet as 
its forces pummel the country with artillery barrages and airstrikes.

The remark from Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov comes amid Ukraine’s efforts to resume grain 
exports from its Black Sea ports —something that would help ease global food shortages — under a new 
deal tested by a Russian strike on Odesa over the weekend.

“We are determined to help the people of eastern Ukraine to liberate themselves from the burden of this 
absolutely unacceptable regime,” Lavrov said at an Arab League summit in Cairo late Sunday, referring to 
Ukrainian President Volodymr Zelenskyy’s government.

Apparently suggesting that Moscow’s war aims extend beyond Ukraine’s industrial Donbas region in the 
east, Lavrov said: “We will certainly help the Ukrainian people to get rid of the regime, which is absolutely 
anti-people and anti-historical.”

Lavrov’s comments followed his warning last week that Russia plans to retain control over broader areas 
beyond eastern Ukraine, including the Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions in the south, and will make more 
gains elsewhere.

His remarks contrasted with the Kremlin’s line early in the war, when it repeatedly emphasized that 
Russia wasn’t seeking to overthrow Zelenskyy’s government, even as Moscow’s troops closed in on Kyiv. 
Russia later retreated from around the capital and turned its attention to capturing the Donbas. The war 
is now in its sixth month.

Last week, Russia and Ukraine signed agreements aimed at clearing the way for the shipment of mil-
lions of tons of desperately needed Ukrainian grain, as well as the export of Russian grain and fertilizer.

Ukraine’s deputy infrastructure minister, Yury Vaskov, said the first shipment of grain is planned for this 
week.

While Russia faced accusations that the weekend attack on the port of Odesa amounted to reneging on 
the deal, Moscow insisted the strike would not affect grain deliveries.

During a visit to the Republic of Congo on Monday, Lavrov repeated the Russian claim that the attack 
targeted a Ukrainian naval vessel and a depot containing Western-supplied anti-ship missiles. He said the 
grain agreements do not prevent Russia from attacking military targets.

In other developments:
— Russia’s gas giant Gazprom said it would further reduce the flow of natural gas through a major 

pipeline to Europe to 20% of capacity, citing equipment repairs. The move heightened fears that Russia 
is trying to pressure and divide Europe over its support for Ukraine at a time when countries are trying 
to build up their supplies of gas for the winter.

Zelenskyy accused Moscow of “gas blackmail,” saying, “All this is done by Russia deliberately to make it 
as difficult as possible for Europeans to prepare for winter.”

— Ukraine’s presidential office said Monday at least two civilians were killed and 10 wounded in Russian 
shelling over the preceding 24 hours. In the Kharkiv region, workers searched for people believed trapped 
under the rubble after 12 rockets hit the town of Chuhuiv before dawn, damaging a cultural center, school 
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and other infrastructure, authorities said.

Kharkiv Gov. Oleh Sinyehubov said: “It looks like a deadly lottery when no one knows where the next 
strike will come.”

— Ukraine charged two former cabinet ministers with high treason over their role in extending Moscow’s 
lease on a navy base in Crimea in 2010. Prosecutors said Oleksandr Lavrynovych and Kostyantyn Hrys-
hchenko conspired with then-President Viktor Yanukovych to rush a treaty through parliament granting 
Moscow a 25-year extension, leaving Crimea vulnerable to Russian aggression.

— Russia said it thwarted an attempt by Ukrainian intelligence to bribe Russian military pilots to turn 
their planes over to Ukraine. In a video released by Russia’s main security agency, a man purported to 
be a Ukrainian intelligence officer offered a pilot $2 million to surrender his plane during a mission over 
Ukraine. The Russian claims couldn’t be independently verified.

The tough words Trump never spoke: Jan. 6 panel’s new video
By MARY CLARE JALONICK Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — An original script for Donald Trump’s speech the day after the Capitol insurrec-

tion included tough talk ordering the Justice Department to “ensure all lawbreakers are prosecuted to the 
fullest extent of the law” and stating the rioters “do not represent me.” But those words were crossed out 
with thick black lines, apparently by Trump, according to exhibits released by House investigators.

Virginia Rep. Elaine Luria, a Democratic member of the House panel investigating the Jan. 6, 2021, attack, 
tweeted out a short video Monday that included testimony from White House aides discussing Trump’s 
speech on Jan. 7 and a screenshot of the speech, with notes and with lines to be deleted. In one of the 
clips, Trump’s daughter, Ivanka Trump, confirms to the panel the document “looks like a copy of a draft 
of the remarks for that day” and the writing “looks like my father’s handwriting.”

When the committee asked White House aide Jared Kushner, Ivanka’s husband, why Trump crossed out 
specific lines, he responded, twice: “I don’t know.”

The panel released the 3:40-minute video as a follow up to its final summer hearing last week, in which 
the investigators showed outtakes from Trump’s videotaping of the speech. In the outtakes, Trump be-
comes frustrated and discusses the wording with the staff present, including Ivanka. At one point, he tells 
them “I don’t want to say the election is over.” Angry, he pounds his fist.

The committee is releasing the additional material in an effort to push out even more evidence after 
eight summer hearings laid out findings from more than 1,000 interviews in its yearlong investigation. 
Members of the committee say the investigation continues, and they will hold more hearings in the fall.

They are aiming to convey a consistent message about Trump and his actions before, during and after 
the insurrection — that he repeatedly lied about widespread fraud, even against the advice of his closest 
aides, and sparked the violent actions of his supporters. And when the rioters broke into the Capitol, he 
did nothing to stop them.

In her Monday tweet, Luria said, “It took more than 24 hours for President Trump to address the nation 
again after his Rose Garden video on January 6th in which he affectionately told his followers to go home 
in peace. There were more things he was unwilling to say.”

The Jan. 7 speech was seen by his aides as an effort to make up for his inaction the day before when 
he waited hours to tell the rioters to leave the Capitol – and when he did, in a video filmed in the Rose 
Garden, he told the rioters that they were “very special.” In the video released by Luria, Trump aide Jared 
Kushner says he had spoken with other aides and they were trying to put remarks together for the presi-
dent. “We felt like it was important to further call for de-escalation,” Kushner testified to the committee.

It is unclear who wrote the original text in the document.
In the original line “I am outraged and sickened by the violence, lawlessness and mayhem” the word 

“sickened” is crossed out. So are the later lines, “I want to be very clear you do not represent me. You do 
not represent our movement.” But he left in, “You do not represent our country.” The line “you belong in 
jail” was replaced with “you will pay.”
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These lines also deleted: “I am directing the Department of Justice to ensure all lawbreakers are pros-

ecuted to the fullest extent of the law. We must send a clear message – not with mercy but with JUSTICE. 
Legal consequences must be swift and firm.”

In recent testimony, former White House aide Cassidy Hutchinson – who also testified in person in a 
surprise hearing last month – said the scramble to get Trump to speak again on Jan. 7 was partly because 
of “large concern” within the White House that some of his Cabinet officials might try to invoke the con-
stitutional process of the 25th Amendment to remove him from office.

The newly released video includes testimony from John McEntee, then the director of the White House 
presidential personnel office and one of Trump’s closest aides at the time. McEntee says that Kushner 
asked him to “nudge this along” to make sure that Trump delivered the speech. McEntee confirmed that 
Trump was reluctant to give the speech.

Pat Cipollone, the top White House lawyer, also testified that he believed Trump should have forcefully 
laid out the consequences for the rioters.

“In my view, he needed to express very clearly” that the rioters “should be prosecuted, and should be 
arrested.”

Maxwell’s new digs: Fla. prison known for yoga, music, abuse
By MICHAEL R. SISAK and MICHAEL BALSAMO Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — Ghislaine Maxwell, the jet-setting socialite turned convicted sex trafficker, is off to 

Florida to serve a 20-year federal prison sentence for helping financier Jeffrey Epstein sexually abuse 
underage girls — returning to the same state, but a far cry from the posh lifestyle, where she committed 
some of her crimes.

Maxwell, 60, was moved last week to FCI Tallahassee, a low-security federal prison in Florida’s capital, 
from the Brooklyn federal jail where she’d spent the last two years under close watch in light of Epstein’s 
2019 jail suicide, the federal Bureau of Prisons said.

It wasn’t clear whether Maxwell would be held in restrictive housing or under other special precautions, 
given her notoriety and long-standing concerns about her well-being behind bars.

Maxwell, who was convicted last December in Manhattan and sentenced in June, repeatedly complained 
about her treatment at the Metropolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn, her home since her July 2020 arrest.

Maxwell and her lawyers complained that jail officers were flashing a light into her cell every 15 minutes, 
interrupting her sleep, and subjecting her to hundreds of searches and pat downs. She also claimed that 
a guard at the Brooklyn facility physically abused her and that she was punished for complaining about it.

A message seeking comment was left with Maxwell’s lawyers.
Maxwell, who once consorted with royals, presidents and billionaires as the daughter of a British publish-

ing magnate, was convicted of luring teenage girls for Epstein to abuse.
Her monthlong trial featured sordid accounts of the sexual exploitation of girls as young as 14, told by 

four women who described being abused as teens in the 1990s and early 2000s at Epstein’s palatial homes 
in Florida, New York and New Mexico.

Maxwell’s new home, FCI Tallahassee, is about 360 miles (580 kilometers) from Epstein’s since-demolished 
mansion in glitzy Palm Beach where prosecutors say some of the abuse occurred.

The prison, opened in 1938, has about 820 male and female inmates. According to an inmate handbook, 
people locked up at the facility have access to a wide range of classes and activities, including painting, 
leather, art and ceramics, musical instruments, team sports such as softball, basketball and volleyball.

The prison also offers yoga, Pilates, movies and an inmate talent show, according to prison consulting 
firm Zoukis Consulting Group.

Maxwell is joining a short list of notable people who’ve served time at FCI Tallahassee, including Maria 
Butina, the Russian secret agent who tried to infiltrate conservative U.S. political groups, and Colleen 
LaRose, known as “Jihad Jane” for providing material support to terrorists. Butina was released in 2019 
and deported to Russia. LaRose was released in 2018.
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Like many federal prisons, as The Associated Press has reported, FCI Tallahassee has had its share of 

employees committing crimes in recent years — including sexual abuse of inmates.
In March, former FCI Tallahassee recreation specialist Jimmy Lee Highsmith was sentenced to four years 

in prison for sexually abusing an inmate between March 2014 and September 2018.
In August 2021, former FCI Tallahassee food service foreman Phillip Golightly was sentenced to two 

years in prison for sexually abusing an inmate in November 2019.
In 2006, a correctional officer and a federal agent were killed in a gun battle on the prison’s grounds. 

The officer opened fire as agents attempted to arrest him and several other officers on charges they gave 
contraband to female inmates in exchange for sex, officials said.

Rare 1952 Mickey Mantle baseball card going up for auction
By BOBBY CAINA CALVAN Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — A decades-old, mint condition Mickey Mantle baseball card could break a record at 

auction.
The collector’s item from 1952 features one of baseball’s most celebrated and charismatic legends, and 

is widely regarded as one of just a handful in near-perfect condition.
It’s estimated the final cost of the card could exceed $10 million when the auction ends Aug. 27. The 

record is $6.6 million for a 1909 Honus Wagner card that was sold at auction a year ago, months after 
another 70-year-old Mantle card fetched $5.2 million.

Interest was already heavy Monday when the auction debuted online, with bidding already up to at least 
$4.2 million.

No matter the final price for the rare Mantle rookie card, it will be a hefty profit for the current owner, a 
New Jersey waste management entrepreneur who bought it for $50,000 at a New York City show in 1991.

“Every time he got up to the plate, the crowd would go crazy, the roars would be there. And he never 
disappointed you. ... He had that aura about him,” card owner Anthony Giordano said of Mantle, who spent 
his entire career with the New York Yankees from 1951 to 1968. “Whether you’re from the New York area 
or not, or a Yankees fan, it was always Mickey Mantle that was highlighted.”

The switch-hitting Mantle — “the Mick” — was a Triple Crown winner in 1956, a three-time American 
League MVP and a seven-time World Series champion. The Hall of Famer, who died in 1995, was considered 
a humble player on the field. When he hit a home run, he would often run the bases with his head bowed.

“I figured the pitcher already felt bad enough without me showing him up rounding the bases,” Mantle 
once said.

As for the baseball card, its rarity is on par with its subject’s mythical reputation.
“The quality of the card is the key,” said Derek Grady, the executive vice president of sports auctions 

for Heritage Auctions, which is running the bidding. “Four sharp corners, the gloss and the color jumps 
off the card.”

Grady said that the collectibles market is having a renaissance, noting that cards that are “the creme de 
la creme, the best of the best, are still selling despite the economy right now” and that Mantle, “the king” 
of baseball cards, “has always done well.”

Giordano, 75, said it was time to give the Mantle card a new home.
“It’s the right thing to do,” he said. “My boys and I have had the cards for over 30 years, and we’ve 

enjoyed it. We’ve enjoyed showing anybody that’s close to me — friends and relatives — and I think it’s 
time for someone else.”

The card will be on display in Atlantic City from Wednesday through Sunday at the National Sports Col-
lectors Convention, and at the New York office of Heritage Auctions the following week.

Sudden arena idea angers, unnerves Philadelphia’s Chinatown
By CLAUDIA LAUER The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Wei Chen wants people who visit Philadelphia’s Chinatown to look through the 
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community’s gateway arch and see the residents chatting in Mandarin on the steps to the apartments 
above or the vendors selling traditional Chinese food to families walking by, not a giant Philadelphia 76ers 
arena a block away.

“These apartments are full of people who are low-income, who are elderly people, and people who are 
new immigrants,” said Chen, the community engagement director for Asian Americans United. “You have 
to think about how Chinatown was created. We weren’t welcome in other neighborhoods.”

Chen, along with other organizers and members of Chinatown, said they were surprised by the Phila-
delphia 76ers’ announcement Thursday of a proposal to build a $1.3 billion arena just a block from the 
community’s gateway arch. They said neither the organization nor the property owner reached out for 
community input before the announcement.

A spokesperson for 76 Devcorp, the development company behind the arena, said in an emailed state-
ment that the process is in its early stages — years from “anything changing” — and that the company 
planned to work with the community to help shape the project and ensure it’s “done right.”

“We are very sensitive to the Chinatown community’s concern in light of prior Center City proposals and 
are committed to listening to and working with the community in a way that hasn’t happened before,” the 
statement read.

Those are promises many in Chinatown have heard before. After decades of developments — like the 
Pennsylvania Convention Center, which took homes from 200 families; Interstate 676, also known as the 
Vine Street Expressway, which threatened to cut off parts of the community — and proposals for a jail, 
a casino and another sports facility that all were beaten back by the community, residents have a deep 
playbook of their own to choose from.

Across the country, there are fewer than 50 Chinatowns, some more vibrant and larger than others. 
Many took root in areas of cities that were thought of as red light districts. And as cities grew and changed 
around those communities, many Chinatowns have been under threat from gentrification or development.

Like others, the community in Philadelphia is just bouncing back after losing business during the pan-
demic, when Chinatown’s restaurants were shuttered for dining-in. Much of the senior population didn’t 
want to leave the neighborhood because of the fourfold increase since 2019 in hate crimes against people 
of Asian descent.

“This is an ongoing struggle for Chinatowns and other downtown communities of color and of low income,” 
said historian John Kuo Wei Tchen, director of Rutgers University’s Clement Price Institute on Ethnicity, 
Culture and the Modern Experience. “In the case of Chinatowns that play important symbolic roles for the 
cosmopolitan claims of the city, sport authority interests often trump such roles.”

The 76ers’ current home is in south Philadelphia, a few miles from downtown, along with most of the 
city’s other pro sports teams.

Many Chinatown residents and business owners are concerned that if a new arena is built, affordable 
street parking will disappear, traffic will increase, and holding traditional celebrations and festivals could 
become more difficult. But they are also worried that already-increasing property values could spike and 
force many who depend on the community to leave.

Debbie Wei is a founding member of Asian Americans United, started in Philadelphia in the 1980s to 
unite people of Asian ancestry to build the community and fight oppression. She was also an organizer of 
the protests against a proposed Phillies baseball stadium that city officials wanted to place at Chinatown’s 
door in 2000.

“If it’s not a stadium, it’s a highway or a convention center. Seattle ... Detroit ... Chicago, Boston, and then 
Washington, D.C. I have friends who grew up in Chinatown in D.C. and it’s just been decimated,” Wei said.

The home of the Washington Capitals hockey team and the Wizards basketball team moved to D.C.’s 
Chinatown community in 1997. Economic development experts say the increased foot traffic and more 
desirable real estate brought revitalization, but for the Chinatown community it meant rising rents and 
chain restaurants forcing them out.

Census numbers show that in 1990, about 66% of the people who lived in the D.C. Chinatown area 
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identified as Asian American. That dwindled to 21% in 2010. And as of the 2020 census, that had dropped 
to about 18% in the two tracts that make up parts of Chinatown.

Wei described signs for chains like CVS and Starbucks appearing with Chinese translations beside them, 
calling it a “cosmetic illusion.” Chen fears the changes to D.C.’s Chinatown could happen to Philadelphia.

“If you go inside a restaurant or a business, the workers aren’t Asian anymore. The owner isn’t Asian. 
And a lot of the customers aren’t Asian,” he said. “So where is the Chinatown? It’s not there anymore.”

But in Philadelphia, Chinese-speaking households have been one of the fastest-growing populations, 
according to the census. The community passed the 5% threshold recently, meaning Chinese languages 
became official ballot languages. Asian and other immigrant communities contributed to the city reversing 
a decades-long trend of losing population in recent censuses.

Helen Gym, the first Asian American woman to serve on Philadelphia City Council and an at-large member, 
held up two T-shirts from previous fights against potentially detrimental developments wanting to come 
to Chinatown. The first says, “No stadium in Chinatown,” and the second crossed out the word stadium 
and replaces it with “casino,” for the 2008 proposal that hoped to put a casino near the current proposal 
for the arena.

Gym previously joined the fight against the stadium and said that now, as a council member, she is 
“extremely skeptical” of the 76ers proposal.

“To us, this is one of the most vital parts and neighborhoods and communities in the city of Philadel-
phia,” Gym said. “This side has been a community that has continued to invest in itself, in its people, in 
small businesses. And in fact, this side is the one that has grown the health and well-being of the city.”

After the stadium failed in 2000, Gym said, the community developed the nearby space north of the ex-
pressway to add a public charter school, a community center, extensions of the Chinese Christian Church, 
the first Cambodian arts center and other cultural organizations.

Wei was the first principal of that school, the Folk Arts Cultural Treasures charter school. She said the 
building’s owner turned down offers from developers who wanted to build condos.

“People don’t understand what Chinatown means to the people of this community, people all over the 
area who consider this their home,” Wei said.

“There are precious few communities, real communities, left in Philadelphia. They are not just geographic; 
they are about relationships and memories. They are a place-based core that has been systematically 
destroyed not just in Philadelphia and the U.S.; but around the world,” Wei said. “And once Chinatown is 
gone, it’s gone. You can’t rebuild it.”

Embrace for Hungary’s Orban deepens among US conservatives
By NICHOLAS RICCARDI and JUSTIN SPIKE Associated Press
When heads of state visit the U.S., the top item on their itinerary is usually a White House visit. For 

Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban next month, it will be addressing a conference of conservative 
activists in Dallas.

Orban’s appearance at the Conservative Political Action Conference, where he’ll be joined by former 
President Donald Trump and right-wing icons such as Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene, R-Ga., is the most 
dramatic indication yet of how a leader criticized for pushing anti-democratic principles has become a hero 
to segments of the Republican Party.

Orban has curbed immigration and stymied those who envision a more middle-of-the-road European 
democracy for their country. He’s done so by seizing control of Hungary’s judiciary and media, leading 
many international analysts to label him as the face of a new wave of authoritarianism. He also is accused 
of enabling widespread corruption and nepotism, using state resources to enrich a tight circle of political 
allies.

The U.S. conservative movement’s embrace of Orban comes as it echoes Trump’s lies that he did not 
lose the 2020 presidential election, punishes Republicans who tried to hold him accountable for the Jan. 6 
attack on the U.S. Capitol, and embrace new voting restrictions. Many experts on Hungarian politics fear 
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the GOP might aspire to Orban’s tactics.

“The Trumpist side of the Republican Party is coming for the rhetoric, but staying for the autocracy,” said 
Kim L. Schepple, a sociologist at Princeton University who has studied Orban. “I’m worried the attraction 
to Orban is only superficially the culture war stuff and more deeply about how to prevent power from 
ever rotating out of their hands.”

Conservatives dismiss that notion — or even the charge that Orban is an authoritarian.
“What we like about him is that he’s actually standing up for the freedom of his people against the tyr-

anny of the EU,” said Matt Schlapp, head of CPAC, which meets in Dallas starting Aug. 4. “He’s captured 
the attention of a lot of people, including a lot of people in America who are worried about the decline 
of the family.”

CPAC’s gatherings are something of a cross between Davos and Woodstock for the conservative move-
ment, a meeting place for activists and luminaries to strategize, inspire and network. Earlier this year, 
CPAC held its first meeting in Europe, choosing Hungary. While there, Schlapp invited Orban to speak at 
the Texas gathering. Last year, Fox News star Tucker Carlson broadcast his show from Budapest.

Orban served as prime minister of Hungary between 1998 and 2002, but it’s his record since taking 
office again in 2010 that has drawn controversy. A self-styled champion of what he describes as “illiberal 
democracy,” Orban has depicted himself as a defender of European Christendom against Muslim migrants, 
progressives and the “LGBTQ lobby.”

While Orban’s party has backed technocratic initiatives that have captured the imagination of the U.S. 
right — Schlapp specifically cited a tax cut Hungarian women receive for every child as a way to counter 
a declining population — he’s best known for his aggressive stance on hot-button cultural issues.

Orban’s government erected a razor-wire fence along Hungary’s southern border in 2015 in response 
to an influx of refugees fleeing violence and poverty in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan and elsewhere. Carlson 
visited the border barrier, praising it as a model for the U.S.

Last year, Orban’s right-wing Fidesz party banned the depiction of homosexuality or sex reassignment 
in media targeting people under 18, a move critics said was an attack on LGBTQ people. Information on 
homosexuality also was forbidden in school sex education programs, or in films and advertisements ac-
cessible to minors.

Those policies have put him on a collision course with the European Union, which has sought to reign in 
some of his more antidemocratic tendencies. The bloc has launched numerous legal proceedings against 
Hungary for breaking EU rules, and is now withholding billions in recovery funds and credit over violations 
of rule-of-law standards and insufficient anti-corruption safeguards.

Those conflicts started early in Orban’s tenure. In 2011, the Fidesz party used the two-thirds constitutional 
majority it gained after a landslide election the previous year to unilaterally rewrite Hungary’s constitution. 
Soon after, it began undermining the country’s institutions and took steps to consolidate power.

Orban’s party implemented judicial reforms through constitutional amendment, enabling it to change 
the composition of the judiciary. It also passed a new law that created a nine-member council to oversee 
the media and appointed members to all those slots.

Reporters Without Borders declared Orban a “press freedom predator” last year. It said his Fidesz party 
had “seized de facto control of 80% of the country’s media through political-economic maneuvers and 
the purchase of news organizations by friendly oligarchs.”

The Associated Press and other international news organizations were barred from covering the CPAC 
conference in May, during which Orban called Hungary “the bastion of conservative Christian values in 
Europe.” He also urged conservatives in the U.S. to defeat “the dominance of progressive liberals in public 
life.”

The AP requested an interview with Orban when he visits Dallas next month, but was rebuffed. His 
communications office cited what it said was the prime minister’s “extremely busy” schedule.

Analysts note that Hungary lacks the traditional trappings of autocracies. There are no tanks in the streets 
and no political dissidents locked up in prisons. Fidesz has continued to win elections — albeit in seats 
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that have been redrawn to make it extremely difficult for their legislators to be defeated. That’s similar to 
the political gerrymandering of congressional and state legislative districts in the U.S., a process that cur-
rently favors Republicans because they control more of the state legislatures that create those boundaries.

Still, experts say Orban’s near-total control of his country makes him a pioneer of a new approach to 
anti-democratic rule.

“I’ve never seen an autocrat consolidate authoritarian rule without spilling a drop of blood or locking 
someone up,” said Steven Levitsky, a Harvard political scientist and co-author of the book “How Democra-
cies Die.” He and other scholars said Orban qualifies as an authoritarian because of his use of government 
to control societal institutions.

Peter Kreko, a Budapest-based analyst for the Center for European Policy Analysis, said Orban’s anti-
democratic tendencies won’t be a big issue in his quest to forge an alliance with U.S. conservatives. His 
closeness to Russia and China will be much thornier, Kreko argued.

Kreko said Orban’s government is increasingly isolated diplomatically but has not even bothered to try 
to build ties to the Biden administration — instead hoping Trump or his allies will shortly return to power.

“This is his big hope for coming back to the international scene, since there are not so many allies that 
remain for him,” Kreko said of Orban. “It’s a remarkable success of Hungarian soft power that Orban has 
become so popular among American conservatives when his image has declined so much in Europe.”

Schlapp scoffed at the notion that Hungary was undemocratic, noting that Orban’s party continues to 
win elections and reminiscing fondly about his trip to Budapest. He recounted how his group got lost in 
some alleys in the ancient Hungarian capital.

“If we were in Chicago or Los Angeles, I’d have been scared to death,” he said.
But not in Hungary: “It’s orderly, it works, it’s practical, it’s clean.”

Feds sue poultry producers, alleging unfair worker practices
By MICHAEL BALSAMO Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Justice Department filed a lawsuit Monday against some of the largest 

poultry producers in the U.S. along with a proposed settlement seeking to end what it claims have been 
longstanding deceptive and abusive practices for workers.

The suit, filed in federal court in Maryland, names Cargill, Sanderson Farms and Wayne Farms, along 
with a data consulting company known as Webber, Meng, Sahl and Co. and its president.

In its lawsuit, the Justice Department alleges the companies have been engaged in a multiyear con-
spiracy to exchange information about the wages and benefits of workers at poultry processing plants 
to drive down employee competition in the marketplace. The companies did not immediately respond to 
messages seeking comment.

The government contends the data consulting firm helped to share the information about the workers’ 
compensation with the companies and their executives. By carrying out the scheme, officials allege, the 
companies were able to compete less intensely for workers and reduce the amount of money and benefits 
they had to offer their employees, suppressing competition for poultry processing workers across the 
board, according to court papers.

The defendants and unnamed co-conspirators in the lawsuit account for hiring about 90% of all chicken 
processing jobs in the nation.

The suit is the latest example of the Justice Department’s antitrust enforcement targeting companies 
the government believes engage in anticompetitive behavior to stifle workers or harm consumers. It also 
comes as the department continues a broader investigation into labor abuses in the poultry industry.

“Through a brazen scheme to exchange wage and benefit information, these poultry processors stifled 
competition and harmed a generation of plant workers who face demanding and sometimes dangerous 
conditions to earn a living,” said Doha Mekki, the principal deputy assistant attorney general for the Justice 
Department’s antitrust division.

The suit against the companies was filed with a proposed consent decree — a settlement that would 
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require the companies to pay $84.8 million in restitution for workers who were harmed by the unlawful 
information sharing network.

The settlement would also put in place a federal monitor selected by the Justice Department who would 
ensure compliance for the next decade. The consent decree also would permit Justice Department lawyers 
and investigators to inspect the poultry processors’ facilities and interview their employees to ensure they 
are complying with the terms, according to court documents.

The suit comes as Cargill and Continental Grain, of which Wayne Farms is a subsidiary, formed a joint 
venture to acquire Sanderson Farms, paying $203 per share in cash for a company that last year processed 
more than 4.8 billion pounds (2.2 billion kilograms) of meat.

The companies plan to combine Sanderson Farms with Wayne Farms to form a new, privately held poul-
try business. Operations will include poultry processing plants and prepared foods plants across Alabama, 
Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, and Texas.

Wayne Farms has more than 9,000 employees. It makes products under brand names including Wayne 
Farms fresh and prepared chicken, Platinum Harvest premium fresh chicken, Chef’s Craft gourmet chicken, 
Naked Truth premium chicken and Ladybird premium chicken.

Laurel, Mississippi-based Sanderson Farms has 17,000 employees and 12 plants. It processes 13.6 mil-
lion chickens per week.

The proposed consent decree would also resolve allegations that Sanderson Farms and Wayne Farms 
treated chicken farmers unfairly by using a system that reduced their pay for low performance.

The farmers sign contracts to raise the chickens, and the processing companies provide the birds and 
the feed. The farmers’ pay is then determined by how well they perform compared with other chicken 
growers. The Justice Department alleges that the companies’ use of that compensation method, known 
as the “tournament system,” resulted in their failure to provide information for farmers to evaluate and 
manage their financial risk.

Generally, chicken producers enter long-term contracts with meat companies that farmers say lock them 
into deals that fix their compensation at unprofitably low levels.

As part of that settlement, Sanderson Farms and Wayne Farms would be prohibited from reducing the 
base payments to chicken growers as a way to penalize them for under-performance. The consent decree 
would, though, allow the companies to offer incentives and bonuses to growers.

The proposed consent decree with the poultry companies and one with the data company were filed in 
court on Monday. Under federal law, the proposals would also be published in the Federal Register and 
there would be a 60-day period for people to send comments to the Justice Department before a court 
could accept and finalize the agreements.

For once, Cherokee actor Wes Studi cast as romantic co-star
By JAKE COYLE AP Film Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — In Wes Studi’s potent and pioneering acting career, he has played vengeful warriors, 

dying prisoners and impassioned resistance leaders. For three decades, he has arrestingly crafted wide-
ranging portraits of the Native American experience. But one thing he had never done in a movie is give 
someone a kiss.

“I thought it was about time, yeah,” Studi, 74, says chuckling.
In “A Love Song,” a tender indie drama starring another long-pigeonholed character actor, Dale Dickey, 

Studi is for the first time cast as a romantic co-star. Dickey plays a woman camping by a mountain lake 
awaiting the visit of an old flame.

Studi, the Cherokee actor who masterfully played the defiant Huron warrior Magua in Michael Mann’s 
“The Last of the Mohicans” and who got his first big break playing the character credited only as “the 
toughest Pawnee” in “Dances With Wolves,” hasn’t been limited entirely to what he calls “leather and 
feathers” roles. But it’s sometimes taken some extra effort. When he heard Mann was making “Heat,” 
Studi called up the director and got himself a part as a police detective.

But recently, Studi is increasingly getting a chance to play a wider array of characters. Along with Max 
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Walker-Silverman’s “A Love Song,” which opens in theaters Friday, he’s a recurring, funny guest star on 
Sterlin Harjo’s “Reservation Dogs,” the second season of which debuts Aug. 3 on Hulu.

“Hopefully it has to do with creating a better understanding of Native people by the general public,” 
Studi said in an interview earlier this summer. “It does still exist, the misconception that we were all killed 
off and we don’t exist anymore as peoples.”

“That’s essentially what I want to work on, and being a godfather to Native people in the industry,” he 
adds.

With that Studi, sitting outside the lobby of his East Village hotel in New York, lets out such a howl of 
laughter that he nearly doubles over.

Why does that notion, one many would eagerly endorse, strike him as so hysterical? He entered Hol-
lywood at a time when Indigenous people were regularly played by white actors. (“ Sam Waterson is the 
one that kills me,” Studi says, smiling.) A 2019 honorary Oscar made Studi the first Native American actor 
ever given an Academy Award.

“I can’t take myself seriously when I say that, that’s why,” he answers, wiping tears from his eyes. “I 
guess it could be.”

In person, Studi bears little resemblance to his fiercer screen roles. He’s more like his characters in “A 
Love Song” and “Reservation Dogs.” Amiable. Quick to laugh. Self-deprecating. A good storyteller. He 
exudes a bemused gratitude for the life he’s found as an actor despite spending half his life without Hol-
lywood ambitions. Studi grew up outside of Tahlequah, Oklahoma, and spoke only Cherokee until he was 
5. His father was a ranch hand.

“I had never thought of acting, really, except once early in my life when I asked my dad when I saw Jay 
Silverheels on ‘The Lone Ranger’: ‘Do you think anybody else can do what he does?’” Studi recalls. “He 
said, ‘Probably not. Most of the actors you find are 6-foot tall, blond and blue-eyed.”

At 17, Studi joined the National Guard and volunteered to fight in Vietnam. He served one tour in South 
Vietnam, and saw heavy action. When he returned home, Studi became an activist and joined the Ameri-
can Indian Movement, taking part in the 1973 occupation of Wooded Knee. It wasn’t until after he got 
divorced in his late 30s that Studi gave acting a shot -- “on a lark,” he says -- with a Tulsa community 
theater company his friend was involved with. Studi thought: What do I have to lose?

“The worst thing is that you could embarrass yourself. That’s about it,” he says. “They’re not going to 
shoot you for it.”

Studi performed wherever the theater company could mount a stage or in gaslight dinner theaters. In 
one play, he co-starred with Will Sampson and David Carradine. After a few years, Studi headed out to 
Los Angeles. He was in his early 40s.

“I still get the feeling of: Will I ever work again? That’s always been a part of it,” said Studi. “On the 
other hand, things have worked out that I have continued to work. I don’t take that lightly. I’m especially 
grateful that I’ve been able to buy a home and stay in a good car for an extended period of time.”

Studi remembers the Screen Actors Guild book of actors being a hefty tome while the then-newly founded 
American Indian Registry for the Performing Arts, listing Native actors, was a thin sliver. The parts avail-
able to him were also limited.

“The only real opening for a guy who looked like me was in Westerns,” says Studi. “That’s the only real 
door that was open to us in that point in time. It was simply a matter of being able to deliver lines and 
look like you mean it.”

After a few roles, Studi landed “Dances With Wolves.” Two years later, Mann cast him as Magua in “The 
Last of the Mohicans,” the cunning Huron warrior who fervently believes in fighting, ruthlessly, for survival. 
With time, Studi’s steely, determined performance has only grown more searing.

“Any Native that’s cognizant of history and the back and forth we’ve had with the colonizers, if you will, 
can have empathy with how he felt about things,” said Studi. “When you’re backed into a corner, you 
gotta fight. It’s one way or the other. All those things had an emotional consistency to them that I could 
identify with having been through the turmoil of the ‘70s.”
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When first-time director Walker-Silverman reached out to Studi, he had little reason to expect the ac-

tor of “Geronimo: An American Legend” (1993), “The New World” (2005), “Avatar” (2009) and “Hostiles” 
(2017), would say yes to a production as small as “A Love Song.”

“What are the chances he’d want to come up here, eat my mom’s food, hang out with my friends and 
make this tiny film?” says Walker-Silverman. “But fortunately, Wes loves acting more than anything.”

In the film, Studi and Dickey share a gentle duet, with Studi on guitar. Walker-Silverman planned for Studi 
to play a beat-up acoustic but Studi -- who has toured with his band Firecat of Discord -- came to the set 
with a red electric and a small amp. Walker-Silverman could tell the electric suited him better. During the 
Colorado shoot, Studi regularly strummed it with a big smile on his face.

“Wes is goofy as hell, has a lovely smile and can play the hell out of a guitar. I’m glad that some people 
will get to see that side of him,” says Walker-Silverman.

“Well over a hundred films between them,” the director adds. “That this was maybe the first time they 
had ever kissed someone on screen says perhaps all sorts of sad things about who’s been allowed to fall 
in love in movies.”

Dickey, the actor of “Winter’s Bone” and “Hell or High Water,” grants she was a little nervous about the 
romantic moments that neither actor was particularly experienced in.

“We’ve both played a lot of pretty rough people,” she said in January during Sundance. “But he’s such 
a kind, sweet, gentle soul. It was our first screen kiss. We both laughed a lot about that.”

Studi has goals beyond what he ruefully refers to as his first “rom-com.” One thing he’d like to do is 
play a main character with a full trajectory, something he feels he’s only done in the Kevin Willmott 2009 
film “The Only Good Indian.”

“I’d like to play a lead that takes me from really good to really bad or vice versa, something that has a 
long arc to it,” says Studi. “I want to continue to do this until I can’t.”

Press Studi and he’ll grant that he sometimes gets letters from young Native American actors who say 
he inspired them to try. When Studi has been asked to talk to Native children, his message is simple: “If I 
can do it, you can, too.” And he’s followed along — “a supporter to the max,” he says — as an explosion 
of young Native talent has emerged in series like “Reservation Dogs” and “Rutherford Falls,” which was 
co-created by Navajo showrunner Sierra Teller Ornelas.

Studi, who lives in Santa Fe, New Mexico, with his wife, Maura Dhu, has also seen one of his three 
children, son Kholan, pursue acting. Studi visibly brightens remembering when he and Maura mounted 
a one-man show with the kids helping out. Studi’s son Daniel operated the lighting. His daughter, Leah, 
was backstage feeding him lines.

“There were times she would get exasperated with me when I dropped something: ‘Dad, that’s not it!’” 
Studi says laughing. “Oh, it was such fun.”

Saffron pasta with ricotta conjures Sardinian fields
By CHRISTOPHER KIMBALL Christopher Kimball’s Milk Street
Each November in Sardinia, purple crocus blossoms blanket the rolling fields. It’s a striking sight against 

a lush green backdrop. Those same flowers also provide what locals call “red gold,” or saffron.
Saffron is one of the defining flavors of the Italian island. First cultivated by the Phoenicians, saffron 

now colors and perfumes numerous dishes, from little gnocchi called malloreddus to gelato and zeppole, 
a fried dough eaten at Carnival.

Naturally, this being Italy, it also flavors pasta — at times both the noodles and sauce — and we were 
particularly taken with a vegetarian one at the Sante Rughe restaurant in Gavoi. A few threads of saffron 
were simmered in milk, which then was mixed with salty ricotta for a rich, no-cook sauce to coat ear-
shaped orecchiette.

The version in our book “COOKish,” which limits recipes to just six ingredients without sacrificing flavor, 
comes together quickly. Simply microwave the milk with the saffron, mix in the ricotta with a bit of salt 
and pepper, and add cooked pasta. We add half a cup of mint for a layer of herbal freshness.
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Cup-like orecchiette pasta is perfect for catching the lightly creamy sauce, though penne works well, 

too. But be sure to use whole milk and whole-milk ricotta; lower-fat milk and cheese leave the dish tast-
ing too lean.

Orecchiette with Saffron, Ricotta and Mint
Start to finish: 20 minutes
Servings: 4 to 6
½ cup whole milk
½ teaspoon saffron threads
1 cup whole-milk ricotta cheese
Kosher salt and ground black pepper
1 pound orecchiette OR penne pasta
½ cup chopped fresh mint
1 ounce pecorino Romano cheese, finely grated (½ cup), plus more to serve
In a liquid measuring cup, microwave the milk and saffron until warm, about 1 minute; stir, then cool. 

In a large bowl, whisk the ricotta, saffron milk and ½ teaspoon each salt and pepper. Cook the pasta in 
a large pot of salted boiling water until al dente, then drain and reserve some of the cooking water. Add 
the pasta to the ricotta mixture and toss. Stir in the mint and cheese, then season with salt and pepper. 
Serve sprinkled with additional cheese.

EDITOR’S NOTE: For more recipes, go to Christopher Kimball’s Milk Street at 177milkstreet.com/ap

Study: Millennials didn’t stray far from where they grew up
By MIKE SCHNEIDER Associated Press
Growing up in mid-sized Virginia Beach, Andrew Waldholtz wanted to live in a big city so he moved to 

the District of Columbia for college. After four years in the comparatively expensive city, he realized he 
wanted a place to live that was more affordable.

Waldholtz, 35, eventually found a happy compromise in St. Louis whose Midwestern affordability and 
opportunities to build his career in corporate compliance had the added bonus that his sister and brother-
in-law lived there.

Now living 940 miles (1,513 kilometers) away from Virginia Beach, Waldholtz is in a distinct minority 
among others who reached adulthood in the 21st century in that he resides a half-continent away from 
where he grew up, according to a new study by U.S. Census Bureau and Harvard University researchers 
released Monday.

The study found that by age 26 more than two-thirds of young adults in the U.S. lived in the same area 
where they grew up, 80% had moved less than 100 miles (161 kilometers) away and 90% resided less 
than 500 miles (804 kilometers) away. Migration distances were shorter for Black and Hispanic individuals, 
compared to white and Asian young adults, and the children of higher income parents traveled farther 
away from their hometowns than those of less wealthy parents, according to the study.

“For many individuals, the ‘radius of economic opportunity’ is quite narrow,” the report said.
Young adulthood is a period in life when migration is highest in the U.S. The study looked at the likeli-

hood of people born primarily between 1984 and 1992 moving away from the commuting zone they grew 
up in. Commuting zones are made up of one or more counties that reflect a local labor market, and there 
are more than 700 commuting zones in the U.S. The birth range in the study overlaps the generation 
typically referred to as millennials.

It turns out that the most common destinations for young adults were concentrated near where they 
grew up, said the study which utilized decennial census, survey and tax data.

For instance, three quarters of people who grew up in the Chicago area stayed there. Rockford was the 
top destination for people who moved away and stayed in Illinois but only represented less than 1% of 
the young adults from Chicago. Los Angeles was the top destination for those who moved out of state 
but that accounted for only 1.1% of young adults from Chicago, according to an interactive data tool that 
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accompanies the study.

Where young adults moved to varied by race.
Atlanta was the most popular destination for young Black adults moving away from their hometowns, 

followed by Houston and Washington. Young Black adults who grew up in high-income households were 
multiple times more likely to move to these cities in a “New Great Migration” than those from low-income 
families, according to the study.

For white adults leaving their hometowns, New York, Los Angeles, Washington and Denver were the 
most population destinations. Los Angeles and New York were the top two destinations for Asians and 
Hispanic young adults. San Antonio and Phoenix also were popular with Hispanics, while San Francisco 
also appealed to Asian young adults.

Despite the region’s economic woes and the prospect of job opportunities elsewhere, young adults in 
Appalachia were less likely to move far from their hometowns compared to those of similar incomes living 
elsewhere, the report said.

The reluctance of millennials to move far away is backed up by recent studies showing declines in mobility 
in the U.S. for the overall population. In the middle of the last century, about a fifth of U.S. residents, not 
just young adults, moved each year. That figure has dropped steadily since the 1950s, going from about 
20% to 8.4% last year, due to an aging population, dual-income households that make it more difficult to 
pick up and move and, more recently, the pandemic, according to a recent report from Brookings.

A Pew Research Center survey released last week showed that a quarter of U.S. adults ages 25 to 34 
resided in a multigenerational family household in 2021, up from 9% in 1971. The age groups in the Pew 
study and the study by the Census Bureau and Harvard University researchers overlap to some degree.

When there were wage gains in a local labor market, most of the benefits went to residents who grew 
up within 100 miles (161 kilometers) rather than people who had migrated to the area. Wage increases’ 
effect on migration to an area was rather small, and migrants likely would have moved there regardless 
of wage hikes. Young Black adults were less likely to move to a place because of wage hikes compared to 
white and Hispanic millennials, said the study released Monday.

Waldholtz, who is white, graduated into the recession in 2008 and went back to Virginia Beach for work. 
“Probably the worst time ever to be looking for a job,” he said. He eventually went to law school in Ohio 
and prioritized work opportunities when deciding where to live after graduation three years later.

“All of us need a job to pay our bills,” Waldholtz said. “That factor has to be the most important factor.”

NFL enters media streaming marketplace with ‘NFL+’ service
By JOE REEDY AP Sports Writer
The NFL is making its move into offering its own media streaming platform.
The league announced that “NFL+” launched on Monday. Owners were briefed about it during the league 

meetings in May, while Brian Rolapp, the NFL’s chief media and business officer, confirmed in a column for 
“Sports Illustrated” last week that it would be starting this season.

Commissioner Roger Goodell said in a phone interview with The Associated Press that the direct-to-
consumer offering gives the league the ability to understand what fans and non-fans are seeking in terms 
of content and customize it for them.

“We think this is a major step forward. It will evolve, build and get better as more and more content 
becomes available on this platform. The work that we’ve done either with other offerings or research has 
helped us sort of frame this in a way that we think would be very attractive and engage our fans.”

The launch of “NFL+” comes as 15 games on Thursday night will be carried exclusively on Amazon Prime 
Video. The “Sunday Ticket” package of out-of-market Sunday games currently will expire at the end of 
this season. Amazon, Apple and Google have emerged as the frontrunners to take over the rights that 
DirecTV has held since 1994.

“NFL+” will allow fans to view out-of-market preseason games on all devices; local and national regular-
season and postseason games on mobile devices; team and national radio feeds, NFL Network shows 
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on-demand along with the NFL Films archive. It could also include content produced by teams. It will be 
able to be accessed through the NFL app and website.

It is an upgrade of the “Game Pass” service that has been available to fans in the United States since 
2015. The league began offering a package in which fans could watch replays of games online — appro-
priately called “Game Rewind” — in 2009. It started to gain favor among fans and analysts in 2012 when 
it added coaches film, including two angles where all 22 players on the field could be viewed.

The league has also offered out-of-market preseason games either through a separate package or “Game 
Pass” in previous seasons.

The key to the package is the live regular-season and playoff games. The league regained the mobile 
rights after its contracts with mobile carriers expired at the end of last season.

“NFL+” will be available for $4.99/month or $39.99/year. A premium package — which includes full and 
condensed game replays as well as the coaches film — is $9.99/month or $79.99/year. The “Game Pass” 
package was previously available for $100/year. “NFL+” will part of fans who purchase season tickets for 
their teams.

“We’ve had our toe in the water with ‘Game Pass,’ but this is our next step forward,” said Hans Schro-
eder, the executive vice president of NFL Media. “We think this will be attractive for fans and sort of bring 
down the price point for fans on a monthly basis. There is an eye on future content down the road. We’re 
excited to see where this can go this year and beyond.”

Goodell said recently the league is hoping to make a decision about “Sunday Ticket” and possibly selling 
an equity stake in NFL Media properties by the end of the year.

AP exposes the Tuskegee Syphilis Study: The 50th Anniversary
By JEAN HELLER Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — EDITOR’S NOTE — On July 25, 1972, Jean Heller, a reporter on The Associated 

Press investigative team, then called the Special Assignment Team, broke news that rocked the nation. 
Based on documents leaked by Peter Buxtun, a whistleblower at the U.S. Public Health Service, the then 
29-year-old journalist and the only woman on the team, reported that the federal government let hun-
dreds of Black men in rural Alabama go untreated for syphilis for 40 years in order to study the impact of 
the disease on the human body. Most of the men were denied access to penicillin, even when it became 
widely available as a cure. A public outcry ensued, and nearly four months later, the “Tuskegee Study of 
Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male” came to an end. The investigation would have far-reaching implica-
tions: The men in the study filed a lawsuit that resulted in a $10 million settlement, Congress passed laws 
governing how subjects in research studies were treated, and more than two decades later President Bill 
Clinton formally apologized for the study, calling it “shameful.”

Today, the effects of the study still linger — it is often blamed for the unwillingness of some African 
Americans to participate in medical research.

In observance of the 50th anniversary of Heller’s groundbreaking investigation, the AP is republishing 
the original report and a recent interview with her and others on how the story came together.

___
For 40 years the U.S. Public Health Service has conducted a study in which human guinea pigs, denied 

proper medical treatment, have died of syphilis and its side effects.
The study was conducted to determine from autopsies what the disease does to the human body.
PHS officials responsible for initiating the experiment have long since retired. Current PHS officials, who 

say they have serious doubts about the morality of the study, also say that it is too late to treat syphilis in 
any of the study’s surviving participants.

But PHS doctors say they are rendering whatever other medical services they can now give to the sur-
vivors while the study of the disease’s effects continues.

The experiment, called the Tuskegee Study began in 1932 with about 600 black men mostly poor and 
uneducated, from Tuskegee, Ala., an area that had the highest syphilis rate in the nation at the time.
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One-third of the group was free of syphilis; two-thirds showed evidence of the disease. In the syphilitic 

group, half were given the best treatment known at the time, but the other half, about 200 men, received 
no treatment at all for syphilis, PHS officials say.

As incentives to enter the program, the men were promised free transportation to and from hospitals, 
free hot lunches, free medicine for any disease other than syphilis and free burial after autopsies were 
performed.

The Tuskegee Study began 10 years before penicillin was discovered to be a cure for syphilis and 15 
years before the drug became widely available. Yet, even after penicillin became common, and while its 
use probably could have helped or saved a number of the experiment subjects, the drug was denied 
them, Dr. J.D. Millar says.

He is chief of the venereal disease branch of the PHS’s Center for Disease Control in Atlanta and is now 
in charge of what remains of the Tuskegee Study. Dr. Millar said in an interview that he has serious doubts 
about the program.

“I think a definite serious moral problem existed when the study was undertaken, a more serious moral 
problem was overlooked in the post-war years when penicillin became available but was not given to these 
men and a moral problem still exists,” Dr. Millar said.

“But the study began when attitudes were much different on treatment and experimentation. At this 
point in time, with our current knowledge of treatment and the disease and the revolutionary change in 
approach to human experimentation, I don’t believe the program would be undertaken,” he said.

Syphilis, a highly contagious infection spread by sexual contact, can cause if untreated, bone and dental 
deformations, deafness, blindness, heart disease and central nervous system deterioration.

No figures were available on when the last death occurred in the program. And one official said that 
apparently no conscious effort was made to halt the program after it got under way.

A 1969 CDC study of 276 treated and untreated syphilitics who participated in the Tuskegee Study showed 
that seven had died as a direct result of syphilis. Another 154 died of heart disease.

CDC officials say they cannot determine at this late date how many of the heart disease deaths were 
caused by syphilis or how many additional deaths could be linked to the disease.

However, several years ago an American Medical Association study determined that untreated syphilis 
reduces life expectancy by 17 per cent in black men between the ages of 25 and 50, a precise description 
of the Tuskegee Study subjects.

Don Prince, another official in the venereal disease branch of CDC, said the Tuskegee Study had contrib-
uted some knowledge about syphilis, particularly that the morbidity and mortality rate among untreated 
syphilitics were not as high as previously believed.

Like Dr. Millar, Prince said he thought the study should have been halted with penicillin treatment for 
participants after World War II.

“I don’t know why the decision was made in 1946 not to stop the program,” Prince said. “I was unpleas-
antly surprised when I first came here and found out about it. It really puzzles me.”

At the beginning of 1972, according to CDC data, 74 of the untreated syphilitics were still living. All of 
them, Dr. Millar said, were men who did not suffer any potentially fatal side effects from their bouts with 
the disease.

Some of them received penicillin and antibiotics in past years for other aliments, Prince said, but none 
has ever received treatment for syphilis. Now, both men agree, it’s too late

Recent reviews of the Tuskegee Study by the CDC indicate that treatment now for survivors is medically 
questionable, Dr. Millar said. Their average age is 74 and massive penicillin therapy, with possible ill side 
effects, is deemed too great a risk to individuals, particularly for those whose syphilis is now dormant.

However, Dr. Millar, added there was a point in time when survivors could have been treated with at 
least some measure of success.

“The most critical moral issue about this experiment arises in the post-war era, the years after the end 
of World War II when penicillin became widely available.

“I know some were treated with penicillin for other diseases and then dropped from the program be-
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cause the drug had some positive effect on the primary disease (syphilis). Looking at it now, one cannot 
see any reason they could not have been treated at that time.”

Today in History: July 26, Hillary Clinton is nominated
By The Associated Press undefined
Today in History
Today is Tuesday, July 26, the 207th day of 2022. There are 158 days left in the year.
Today’s Highlight in History:
On July 26, 2016, Hillary Clinton became the first woman to be nominated for president by a major po-

litical party at the Democratic National Convention in Philadelphia.
On this date:
In 1775, the Continental Congress established a Post Office and appointed Benjamin Franklin its Post-

master-General.
In 1847, the western African country of Liberia, founded by freed American slaves, declared its inde-

pendence.
In 1863, Sam Houston, former president of the Republic of Texas, died in Huntsville at age 70.
In 1945, the Potsdam Declaration warned Imperial Japan to unconditionally surrender, or face “prompt 

and utter destruction.” Winston Churchill resigned as Britain’s prime minister after his Conservatives were 
soundly defeated by the Labour Party; Clement Attlee succeeded him.

In 1947, President Harry S. Truman signed the National Security Act, which reorganized America’s armed 
forces as the National Military Establishment and created the Central Intelligence Agency.

In 1953, Fidel Castro began his revolt against Fulgencio Batista (fool-HEN’-see-oh bah-TEES’-tah) with 
an unsuccessful attack on an army barracks in eastern Cuba. (Castro ousted Batista in 1959.)

In 1956, the Italian liner Andrea Doria sank off New England, some 11 hours after colliding with the 
Swedish liner Stockholm; at least 51 people died, from both vessels.

In 1971, Apollo 15 was launched from Cape Kennedy on America’s fourth successful manned mission 
to the moon.

In 1990, President George H.W. Bush signed the Americans with Disabilities Act.
In 2002, the Republican-led House voted, 295-132, to create an enormous Homeland Security Depart-

ment in the biggest government reorganization in decades.
In 2013, Ariel Castro, the man who’d imprisoned three women in his Cleveland home, subjecting them to 

a decade of rapes and beatings, pleaded guilty to 937 counts in a deal to avoid the death penalty. (Castro 
later committed suicide in prison.)

In 2020, a processional with the casket of the late U.S. Rep. John Lewis crossed the Edmund Pettus 
Bridge in Alabama, where Lewis and other civil rights marchers were beaten 55 years earlier. Authori-
ties declared a riot in Portland, Oregon, after protesters breached a fence surrounding the city’s federal 
courthouse; thousands had gathered for another night of protests over the killing of George Floyd and 
the presence of federal agents.

Ten years ago: The White House said President Barack Obama would not push for stricter gun laws, 
one day after his impassioned remarks about the need to keep assault weapons off the streets. With the 
Olympics Games as a backdrop, Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney held a day of meetings 
with Britain’s most powerful people; however, Romney rankled his hosts with comments he’d made upon 
his arrival calling London’s problems with the games’ preparation “disconcerting.”

Five years ago: President Donald Trump announced on Twitter that he would not “accept or allow” 
transgender people to serve in the U.S. military. (After a legal battle, the Defense Department approved 
a policy requiring most individuals to serve in their birth gender; that policy was reversed by the Biden 
administration, which allowed transgender people who met military standards to enlist and serve openly 
in their self-identified gender.) A thrill ride broke apart at the Ohio State Fair, killing an 18-year-old high 
school student and injuring seven others. Actor June Foray, the voice of Rocky the Flying Squirrel and 
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hundreds of other cartoon characters, died in a Los Angeles hospital at the age of 99.

One year ago: Caeleb Dressel won his first of five gold medals in swimming at the Tokyo Olympics by 
leading the United States to victory in the men’s 4x100-meter freestyle relay. California and New York 
City announced that they would require all government employees to get the coronavirus vaccine or face 
weekly COVID-19 testing. A relative reported that the final victim of the condo collapse in Florida had been 
identified, more than a month after the catastrophe that claimed 98 lives.

Today’s Birthdays: Actor Robert Colbert is 91. Actor-singer Darlene Love is 81. Singer Brenton Wood is 
81. Rock star Mick Jagger is 79. Movie director Peter Hyams is 79. Actor Helen Mirren is 77. Rock musician 
Roger Taylor (Queen) is 73. Actor Susan George is 72. Olympic gold medal figure skater Dorothy Hamill 
is 66. Actor Nana Visitor is 65. Actor Kevin Spacey is 63. Rock singer Gary Cherone is 61. Actor Sandra 
Bullock is 58. Actor-comedian Danny Woodburn is 58. Rock singer Jim Lindberg (Pennywise) is 57. Actor 
Jeremy Piven is 57. Rapper-reggae singer Wayne Wonder is 56. Actor Jason Statham (STAY’-thum) is 55. 
Actor Cress Williams is 52. TV host Chris Harrison is 51. Actor Kate Beckinsale is 49. Actor Gary Owen is 
49. Rock musician Dan Konopka (OK Go) is 48. Gospel/Contemporary Christian singer Rebecca St. James 
is 45. Actor Eve Myles is 44. Actor Juliet Rylance is 43. Actor Monica Raymund is 36. Actor Caitlin Gerard 
is 34. Actor Francia Raisa is 34. Actor Bianca Santos is 32. Actor-singer Taylor Momsen is 29. Actor Eliza-
beth Gillies is 29.


